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ABSTRACT
MECHATRONIC TECHNIQUES FOR THE
MODELING AND DESIGN OF SERVO 
MOTOR ACTUATED BELT DRIVEN
 MOTION SYSTEMS
Mechatronics is defined as the synergistic integration of physical 
systems, electronics, controls, and computers through the design 
process, from the very start of the design process, thus enabling 
complex decision making.  This definition reveals the elements involved 
yet it eludes to the complexity and the constant balance of tradeoffs 
which are prevalent in the context of applying Mechatronics to a 
successful design process. This work pursues the use of various tools for 
the application of Mechatronics to the modeling and design of a servo 
motor driven motion system.
The use of Mechatronics is pervasive in and among today's highly 
integrated devices and systems.  By virtue of the fact that the phrase 
“Mechatronics” may carry different meaning depending upon ones 
discipline or industry, the most general definition is sought and 
embodied within the work. An overview of the relevant discipline specific 
perspectives is offered; as sufficient background for the systems 
modeling and analysis presented.  In the course of developing and 
applying a Mechatronics design process for servo motor actuated motion 
systems, the use of frequency response analysis and alternative 
modeling techniques is emphasized, not only as a tool for understanding 
and applying  the matter but, also for the purposes of model 
verification. These efforts culminate in the design and testing of a 
physical realization of one of the models presented; the servo motor 
actuated compliant belt system with compliance and friction.
The results of this work underscore the notion that using a Mechatronics 
design process while devising a servo motor driven motion system 
enables optimization and functionality not otherwise realizable. These 
results are supported with experimental verification and comparison. The 
implications of this work are threefold: the work equips the Mechatronics 
practitioner with the tools required for verification of the results of 
modeling and analysis, the work provides an upgrade to the tools and 
equipment available in the College of Engineering at Marquette 
University, and the work will likely inspire additional related projects.
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I. INTRODUCTION: MECHATRONIC MOTION SYSTEM DESIGN
Mechatronics is the synergistic integration of physical systems, 
electronics, controls, and computers through the design process, from 
the very start of the design process, thus enabling complex decision 
making (Bishop).  Integration is the key element in Mechatronic design as 
complexity has been transferred from the mechanical domain to the 
electronic and computer software domains (as shown in Illustration 1 
(Craig)).  Mechatronics is an encompassing design development that 
demands horizontal integration among the various engineering 
disciplines as well as vertical integration between design and 
manufacturing.  Mechatronics is the best practice for synthesis by 
engineers driven by the needs of industry and human beings. 
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Illustration 1: Multidisciplinary interplay of 
Mechatronic design 
A goal for Mechatronic motion systems is high motion quality – 
high resolution, precision, accuracy, and speed – as well as robustness to 
system changes.  In an ideal world, machine components would be rigid, 
machining and assembly imperfections or tolerances would be non-
existent, and there would be no friction or backlash to overcome. 
However, parasitic effects – compliance, backlash, Coulomb friction, 
saturation, time delay, discontinuity, and noise, to name a few – are 
present in all real-world systems and are troublesome to account for 
when the systems are designed.
 
Are these parasitic effects significant?  While individually they may 
not be debilitating, in combination they might be.  Also, implementing 
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solutions to any of these effects might exacerbate other effects.  What is 
an engineer to do about them? One could ignore them and hope for the 
best! Murphy’s Law says ignore them at one’s own peril.  An engineer 
should include the parasitic effects that may be troublesome in the truth 
model of the plant and run simulations to determine if they are 
negligible.  If they are not negligible and can adversely affect the system, 
the engineer needs to do something – but what?  There are no free 
lunches in design; there is always a tradeoff.  The best path to good 
design is to become aware of these tradeoffs, assess the effects of these 
tradeoffs through modeling and analysis, and then make an intelligent 
choice based on what one needs.
 
This thesis focuses on servo-motor driven motion systems – 
modeling, analysis, control design, and hardware implementation. In 
addition, the servo motor is part of an integrated and optimized system 
made up of power electronics, driver circuitry, the servo motor itself, and 
the mechanical system the motor is driving complete with all its parasitic 
effects. The design and implementation of such a system is the ultimate 
challenge for a Mechatronics engineer and is at the heart of Mechatronic 
system design.
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Mechatronic System Design
The basis of Mechatronic system design dictates that the 
Mechatronic system design processes include the simultaneous 
integration of the cross-discipline components and systems . This 
integrated / concurrent approach toward system design is sought in an 
effort to yield performance which is simply unattainable via the 
traditional discipline isolated design methods. The isolated approach 
prevents the insights apparent from the concurrent interplay between 
system components. This is due to the fact that poor communication and 
differing design strategies prevail when the elements of the system are 
not considered as a whole at design time. Ideally, the Mechatronic 
system design process offers practitioners from the various disciplines a 
unified and standardized means of expressing and considering the flow 
of energy and information between the multi-domain or multi-
disciplinary components of the system (H. J. Coelingh et al.)
Mechatronic System Design Process
The Mechatronic design process benefits from a formal 
consideration of information and energy transfer between components 
within the given system (De Silva). A generalized diagram of this energy 
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and information transfer process is shown in Illustration 2 (De Silva). 
With this consideration comes the substantial task of representing and 
analyzing the various system components in a level of detail which 
captures a prescribed level of resolution with regard to the response 
characteristics of the components and system as a whole. Only when this 
task is achieved successfully will the results reflect the benefit of the 
performance, reliability and optimality offered by the Mechatronic 
approach.
Illustration 2: Flow of energy and information between domains 
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Tools for the Mechatronic Design of Servo Systems
Whenever an engineer or system integrator is faced with a motion 
system design challenge he/she is best served by employing a 
comprehensive Mechatronics design and selection process (Shetty). The 
processes of defining the motion task and desired motion profile 
typically serve as an entry point to this process. Next, the design 
specification parameters are qualified and selected for the given motion 
task; these include but are not limited to accuracy of position, velocity, 
acceleration, jerk reduction, cycle time, control-ability and observability. 
With this information in hand, the designer proceeds to follow a standard 
course of modeling and analysis. For the case of this thesis, the system 
selected for this activity is the belt-driven servo-actuated device. 
However, the general process could be applied to any servo-actuated 
motion system.
The practice of Mechatronics places a premium upon the notion 
that the model parameters represent actual physical quantities within the 
system and that the model agrees with the physical phenomena which it 
attempts to describe. Traditionally, within the practice of control design 
this was not the case. If a model “fit” the response of the system, it was 
deemed suitable for design purposes. Typically, these empirically-based 
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models were just a grouping of polynomials with poles and zeros 
sufficient for predicting the response of the system, offering no insight 
as to how parameter changes or sensitivities would influence the 
response of the system. Hence, the parameters of the model were used 
to elicit a similar response, and not to quantify or describe the bearing 
which physical parameters have.
The traditional practice of control design developed and employed 
a variety of tools for fitting empirical data to models. The practice of 
Mechatronics has put great emphasis upon the requirement that models 
are derived from first principles, such that model parameters have 
physical meaning and that the proper application of conservation laws 
and axioms directly dictate how the model describes the flow of energy 
through the device. A model which cannot be verified, and/or does not 
adequately represent the device or system does not provide the 
Mechatronics practitioner with any design insights.
A tool is defined as something (as an instrument or apparatus) 
used in performing an operation or necessary in the practice of a 
vocation or profession. Every discipline has its own set of tools which 
have evolved to make the work easier or of better quality. For example, 
in recent history CAD, CAE, solid modeling, and rapid prototyping have 
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entrust the abilities of draftsmen, detailers and modelers to the 
engineer. This thesis considers the use and development of tools for the 
Mechatronic design and refinement of the servo-actuated system. Among 
the tools used in the course of this work are, a physical realization of the 
servo system, a real time control implementation, a variety of models 
and the process of frequency response analysis to verify the results of 
modeling and experimentation (these tools are shown in Illustration 3).
Illustration 3: The tools of the trade for servo system design
Many disciplines borrow tools from other trades. These tools are 
typically well refined and perform the desired task well. This thesis 
proposes that Mechatronics borrow frequency response analysis from 
traditional control design and systems analysis. This tool has the 
potential to act as a unifying thread which all of the disciplines involved 
in Mechatronics can use to validate models, and express component and 
system response information. This use of the unifying tools between 
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disciplines is shown in Illustration 4.
 
Illustration 4: Mechatronic tools cross the 
discipline boundaries
The process of Mechatronics design analysis and refinement 
dictates that a low fidelity, possibly lumped parameter model is 
developed for each component within the system, and for the system as 
a whole. For the servo system, these dominant traits are likely the result 
of frequency content of the input, resonant characteristics of the plant 
and bandwidth limitations of the sensors, actuators and controls. 
Generally, an accounting of these factors is the first step in the modeling 
process (Stein). 
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Mechatronic Motion System Refinement Process
What follows here is a loosely organized outline of the motion 
system refinement process as applied to a servo motion system. Note 
that particular emphasis should be placed on the suitability of the low 
fidelity model, in so far as it meets the needs of the design process.
(a) Development of low fidelity models for the conceived physical 
systems or plants, capturing only the dominant details – The low 
fidelity modeling requirements are dictated by the dominant 
performance limiting traits of the physical system. 
(b) Verification of the low-fidelity model with known data, analytical 
comparison, prototyping and/or CAE simulation (Van Brussel, 
Desmet, & da Silva)
(c) Incorporation of the physical system or plant into a system model 
including the drive system, electronics, sensor(s) and controls 
(Isermann)
(d) Use of basic system identification and assessment methods (R. 
Koster, de Vries, & E. Coelingh) with the low fidelity model to 
identify the plant characteristics (model in the loop)
(e) Use of the low-fidelity system model to adjust the plant parameters 
which perform poorly or do not meet the defined specifications
(f) Further narrowing of parameters based upon cost, complexity, 
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anticipated longevity, modularity, DFX, etc. Additional modeling to 
explain discrepancy or provide for additional enhancements
(g) Ultimate selection of design parameters for the system
At this stage of the process, the suitability of the “low-fidelity” 
lumped parameter model has generally proven to be more than 
acceptable (H. J. Coelingh et al.). And in fact, the notion that a high 
fidelity model would be developed to represent any or all of the 
components within the motion system is far-fetched as it would entail a 
monumental effort. The distinction between the low and high fidelity 
models is apparent by the complexity of the solution and model 
verification. Typically the low fidelity model will only include a level of 
detail in accordance with the limiting traits of the component in 
question, as defined by the design criteria. For instance, if a belt drive 
system was primarily limited by the inherent compliance present, this 
would be addressed foremost in the low-fidelity model. The low-fidelity 
model is intended to provide an easily verifiable means of modeling 
components and systems which requires minimal analytical or 
computational effort for solution. It is important to note that as the order 
and complexity of the model increases, as does the difficulty in verifying 
the results obtained. For instance, a high fidelity model requires that the 
physical system includes the sensing and sampling necessary to capture 
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the phenomena being modeled. For the case of the belt drive, this might 
include some method to sense modes off the axis of power transmission, 
which would no doubt require an intricate sensing device.
The notion that any friction or compliance etc. is unacceptable for 
a given motion task is simply a forgone conclusion in the expedition of 
the process of modeling. The effects of these factors cannot be 
neglected and cannot be eliminated (Isermann). The Mechatronics design 
and refinement process now becomes an evolutionary struggle, as the 
act of qualitatively ruling out possible solutions must include a degree of 
factors which do not readily produce a desirable outcome when 
combined. It is imperative that the practitioner of system analysis 
judiciously pursue the modeling and analysis of the solutions in an 
objective and steadfast manner.  Additionally, the use of other design 
factors bears into the elimination of possible motion system concepts; 
these factors include, but are not limited to, design for modularity, 
design for serviceability, longevity, etc. 
Following the low fidelity modeling effort, it is assumed that all 
further efforts are to be focused toward additional development of the 
component models. Revising any of the previously considered models is 
only considered germane to this process if and only if the resulting 
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model proves to be insufficient in the system modeling and verification 
scenario. The process of developing a high-fidelity model is undertaken 
such that more stringent refinement of the system may be sought. This 
refinement can be had in the form of enhanced performance or efficiency 
(R. Koster, de Vries, & E. Coelingh). Additionally, the high-fidelity model 
may tend to reveal certain design level enhancements which would not 
be apparent from its low-fidelity counterpart; these include but are not 
limited to optimal sensor placement, details of minimizing error and 
hysteresis effects, reduction of limit cycling, etc.
The high-fidelity models tend to be of an order greater than two, 
such that the coefficients of its form could not be inferred upon when 
considering the nature of compliance and damping within the plant. This 
model offers additional detail at the cost of complexity and overall 
difficulty in verification. The overall refinement process is shown in 
Illustration 5.
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Illustration 5: A flow chart of the Mechatronic motion system 
optimization process
Organization of the thesis
In order to provide the potential reader of this thesis with an idea 
about the intended flow of information, a synopsis is the most tactful 
course of presenting the organization. What is offered here is a brief 
outline of the information presented, by chapter. The remainder of this 
document is organized as follows.
I. INTRODUCTION: MECHATRONIC MOTION SYSTEM DESIGN: 
Overview of the motivation for Mechatronics and the Mechatronics 
design process as applied to the servo actuated system.
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II. POWER ELECTRONICS AND DRIVE CIRCUITRY: The electronics used 
to power and control the servo system play an important role in 
the design and implementation of the system. This chapter offers a 
brief overview of relevant details.
III. MODELING AND ANALYSIS: The practice of Mechatronics puts a 
premium upon the requirement that model parameters represent 
actual physical characteristics of the system or device under 
analysis, and that the models can be verified. This chapter is 
devoted to modeling and verification of the servo-actuated, belt-
driven system.
IV. REAL TIME CONTROL: In the application of servo systems, 
dedicated real-time controllers are required. This chapter presents 
the TMS320F2812 DSP for control system design, implementation, 
and verification via Matlab, Simulink, the real time workshop and 
the c2000 board support libraries.
V. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION AND VERIFICATION: “Computer 
Simulation without Experimental Verification is at Best 
Questionable and, at Worst, Useless !” - K. Craig . This chapter 
describes the design and use of a physical system to validate the 
various math models proposed in chapter IV via  frequency 
response analysis. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS: This chapter includes final remarks, an overview of 
contributions and suggestions for future work.
What the thesis is: 
➔ An effort to equip the Mechatronics practitioner with the ability to 
verify the results of the modeling and analysis of servo systems. 
➔ An upgrade to the tools currently available for such purposes in 
the COE at Marquette. 
➔ A work which is intended inspire additional related projects. 
What the thesis is not: 
➔ A work addressing inconsistencies in any given modeling 
approach. 
➔ An analytical work which breaks new theoretical ground. 
➔ An exercise in control design. 
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II. POWER ELECTRONICS AND DRIVE CIRCUITRY
Included in this chapter is a brief overview of the components and 
configuration utilized by the implementation in a subsequent chapter 
entitled EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION AND VERIFICATION. This is not 
intended to be a comprehensive guide on the topic and is only included 
for completeness, any modern electronics reference could be consulted 
for further clarification.
Introduction to Drive Electronics
Drive electronics are a crucial factor in the consideration of how a 
servo actuated system shall function, and how the modeling and control 
implementation will need to interface with the system. For instance, if 
the system design approach controls voltage to the motor windings, the 
drive electronics for a brushed DC motor could be comprised of a simple 
amplifier as shown in Illustration 6. However this configuration is 
generally less than desirable because non-linear effects of the amplifier 
can seriously degrade the performance of the servo. 
For the case of the implementation covered in this thesis, the 
current control method is employed. In order to control the current 
within the windings of the servo motor, additional circuitry is employed 
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to sense and adjust the current flow to the motor leads. This is typically 
achieved by use of a sensing resistance in series with the motor. Two 
methods typically employed involve the use of transistors in saturation 
mode to switch the current to the motor on and off, these methods are 
described in detail in the subsequent section entitled Power Circuitry
Concepts.
Illustration 6: A power op-amp 
applied as a voltage amplifier
Overview of Power Electronic Components
The use of transistors, in particular the MOSFET, to switch on and 
off the current to the motor and its windings at discrete intervals is 
considered the most efficient and the best practice for the control of 
current within the motor. Because these transistors are designed to have 
an extremely low resistance value at saturation, they produce very little 
heat while in operation. As a result of this factor, there is less power loss 
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when this technique is employed (as described in the subsequent section 
entitled Power Circuitry Concepts) to control the current flow. An 
example circuit employing a MOSFET to control the flow of current 
through a motor is given in Illustration 7.
Illustration 7: Example of a simple MOSFET 
used to control current flow
The use of the MOSFET requires a discrete on/off signal to put the 
device into saturation while active and drop below TTL low while inactive, 
this signal is typically known as a PWM or chopper logic signal, it it 
described in detail in subsequent sections.
Power Circuitry Concepts
Among the types of current regulation techniques, there are two 
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which warrant additional explanation as pertains to their use within the 
context of this thesis. The more advanced technique utilizes a feedback 
control scheme to precisely control current flow within the motor 
windings. This advanced technique is able to effectively switch the 
current on and off in discrete varying intervals to best meet the 
requirements of the given command signal. A circuit showing this 
advanced technique is shown in Illustration 8.
Illustration 8: Circuit showing the use of switching logic and a 
controller to modulate current within a command setting tolerance
The other notable technique for regulating current within the motor 
windings involves the use of a comparator, monostable and an RC 
network. This configuration, commonly referred to as a chopper or fixed 
off time drive simply switches off the power to the windings for a fixed 
interval when a current threshold is crossed. The action of comparing the 
reference current signal verses the measured current is handled by the 
comparator while the fixed off time interval is achieved via the RC 
network discharge time.  
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Interfacing of the LMD18245 chopper drive H-Bridge
Chopper amplifiers employ feedback driven switching of a power bridge 
to control and limit current in the winding of a motor. The LMD18245 H-
bridge consists of four solid state power switches and four diodes 
connected in an H configuration. Control circuitry monitors the winding 
current and compares it to a threshold. While the winding current 
remains less than the threshold, a source switch and a sink switch in 
opposite halves of the bridge force the supply voltage across the 
winding, and the winding current increases rapidly towards the current 
set-point. As the winding current surpasses the threshold, the control 
circuitry turns off the sink switch for a fixed period.
Due to the fact that the H-bridge and its associated circuitry are 
adversely influenced by wiring losses and stray inductance, the 
components are often combined onto one die to offer high integration 
with fewer losses. This is the case with the LMD18245. By offering the 
device along with a variety of associated functionality(see Illustration 9), 
the manufacturer has essentially simplified the typical application of the 
device while enhancing its performance. Examples of a highly integrated 
solution like the LMD18245 can be found from almost all of the 
semiconductor manufacturers.
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Illustration 9: Functional diagram of the LMD18245 H-bridge 
Illustration 10: A driver circuit implemented based upon the 
LMD18245 H-Bridge
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Interface and Isolation Circuitry
 In order to restrict voltage stress on various semiconductor 
junctions, typical supply and logic voltages have been lowered from 5V 
to 3.3V. This gave rise to 3.3V transistors, ICs and processors such as 
the TMS320F2812 used in the REAL TIME CONTROL section of this 
thesis. Lowering the supply voltage to a semiconductor component 
reduces power consumption by the given semiconductor component 
when operating at a given frequency. Reduced power consumption 
directly translates into reduced component size, less demand for the on-
board power supply and reduced system cost. There are a wide range of 
3.3V compatible components and ICs on the market. As a result, the off-
chip peripherals in a typical motor controller can usually be obtained in 
3.3V. So the entire logic portion of a motor controller may run at 3.3V 
with the exception of the commonly required 15V gate voltage for power 
transistors. 
However, there may be situations where 5V components or ICs are 
still used along with a 3.3V DSP. This could be due to legacy 
compatibility of a specific motor control application. The workaround is 
simple and inexpensive. Even in cases where level shifters such as FETs 
or digital isolators are needed, this statement is still true. Typically there 
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are only a few input/output (I/O) pins of the processor that may require 
such level shifters. The application described within this section is an 
example of a scenario which requires level shifting to properly interface 
the 3.3V TTL DSP logic with the 5V logic used by the quadrature encoder 
and the servo amplifier. What directly follows are some points to 
consider when devising circuitry for use in level shifting between the DSP 
and its peripherals:
 Level shifting circuitry design notes
 Where ever possible, use digital / optical isolation between 
the power and signal subsystems
 Separate the power sources for the power and signal 
systems, use a DC-DC converter or a different power supply 
if needed
 Observe proper grounding and shielding, refer to pertinent 
application notes.
 For dynamic signals, always check the circuit and component 
time constants such that the devised solution is best 
matched to the desired performance of the system.
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III. MODELING AND ANALYSIS
For the purposes of the research conduced, a Mechatronic system 
analysis process is sought in order to provide the basic tools required to 
exploit the information gleaned. In the spirit of gaining the most 
significant insights into how a given design will respond dynamically. Or, 
how various components within the system might affect the overall 
response, an approach which addresses the needs of analysis, and 
experimentation is sought. 
It has been observed that the analysis of systems in the frequency 
domain, and the time domain have evolved along different lineages (Dorf 
& Bishop). The former being developed as a result of the long distance 
communication systems which were developed during the 20th century in 
the United States, the former being the product of the formidable 
mathematicians of Eastern Europe. This observation is enlightening when 
one considers the tools available for frequency and time domain 
methods respectively. 
Frequency domain analysis offers the practitioner useful 
transforms, standard form representations with meaningful coefficients, 
methods for representing system elements, etc. Whereas time domain 
analysis assumes that one has the background of an applied 
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mathematician. This distinction is no doubt a result of the circumstances 
under which the methods were developed, the former being developed 
by teams of engineers, technicians and scientists, whereas the latter was 
developed for the most part by physicists and mathematicians.
Frequency Response Analysis
Frequency response analysis is a well established system 
identification and parameter estimation technique. It is widely used, 
despite many alternative methods , due to the fact that it is simple and 
robust. The use of frequency response methods to measure the response 
of systems while under closed loop control has been relied upon for 
many years. Under this scenario, the feedback signal e2 is simply added 
to the output of the summing junction e1(see Illustration 11).
Illustration 11: Closed-loop frequency response test
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Closed loop parameter estimation using alternate methods of 
identification has the tendency to involve a much more stringent and 
rigorous procedure (Ljung). The same can be stated regarding nonlinear 
systems and systems where the input or output signals are unstable or 
corrupt. Frequency response methods deal with these issues without any 
trouble while alternative methods may require careful application to 
provide the desired results.
Frequency response analysis is a procedure where a sinusoidal test 
'reference' input is used to measure the frequency response at specified 
intervals, of a component or system. The generalized response test is 
shown in Illustration 12, a sine wave U(t) is applied to a system with 
transfer function G(s). After transients due to formative conditions have 
subsided, the output Y(t) becomes a sine wave but with a heterogeneous 
magnitude Y and phase Φ. The magnitude and phase of the output y(t) 
are in actuality related to the transfer function G(s) at the frequency (ω 
rad/s) of the input waveform.
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Illustration 12: Device under frequency response 
analysis testing
( )Y G j
U
w= (1)
( )G jf w= Ð (2)
The respective phase and magnitude of the input and the output 
waveforms can be clearly measured from an oscilloscope (see Illustration
13), although doing so would yield intrinsically poor accuracy and in 
typical usage more refined methods are needed to extract specific errors, 
which occur by virtue of inherent noise and non-linearity. A Dynamic 
Signal Analyzer is an extremely versatile instrument which was 
developed to fill the needs of frequency response analysis for dynamic 
systems. Essentially, the dynamic signal analyzer attempts to incorporate 
the capabilities of both the spectrum analyzer and the network analyzer, 
and in doing so, offers a best of both configurations for users wishing to 
perform frequency response analysis on a variety of multi-domain 
systems. The devices marked capabilities with respect to system 
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identification are most helpful, as they pertain to obtaining the Bode 
magnitude and phase plots of system response to signals of varying 
frequency. An example of one of these highly capable devices (the 
Agilent 35670A) is shown in Illustration 14.
Illustration 13: Input and response signals
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Illustration 14: An analyzer used for frequency response 
analysis
The great advantage of frequency response analysis lies in its 
frequency discerning nature. Just one component of the frequency sweep 
is extracted, and the relative system response at that frequency can be 
measured with accuracy. This has prominent advantages where the 
system or component under observation possesses resonant 
characteristics. Explicitly, specific frequencies may be excited and 
investigated independently without perturbing the other modes. 
The Bode plot (see  Illustration 15 & Illustration 16), where the 
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relative magnitude of the response characteristic is displayed against a 
logarithmic scale over the selected frequency range is a common means 
to display the results of the frequency response analysis. The Bode plot 
gained popularity as it was incorporated into Bode's control design 
methods.
Illustration 15: Bode magnitude plot with example pole and 
zero 
Illustration 16: Bode phase plot with example pole and zero
  Illustration 15 & Illustration 16 show how the effect that 
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dominant poles and/or zeros have upon the magnitude and phase of 
system response at a given frequency. It is noted that adjacent poles and 
zeros tend to nullify the others behavior. Whereas adjacent poles tend to 
amplify each others resonant traits. 
In addition to its frequency discerning quality, frequency response 
analysis has the benefit that the given waveforms exhibit predictable 
amplitude qualities. Specifically, the greatest amplitude of a sine wave is 
simply a factor of the square root of two times larger than the root mean 
squared value. The ratio of peak power to average power (PAR) is a 
foremost factor in choosing test signals for system analysis. 
PEAK
RMS
PPAR
P
= (3)
Specifically, it is desirable to infuse as much power (as affected by 
the mean square signal level) into a system and still effect a linear time 
invariant system response. This practice ensures that the best possible 
resolution will be available for the calculation of gain G. System linearity 
is usually related to the largest test signal sweep which can be tolerated 
before non-linear effects become apparent. A white noise test signal has 
a peak average ratio nearing infinity. A peak average ratio of the square 
root of two, that of the sinusoid, is reasonably close to the hypothetical 
optimum, while retaining the LTI trait of frequency discerning system 
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excitation. 
The principle of operation behind frequency response analysis, as 
implemented in a typical dynamic signal analyzer (DSA) is as follows. 
The measured signal is multiplied by both the sine and cosine of the 
generated test or input frequency.  The subsequent terms are fed as 
operators into twin integrators, where they are averaged over t seconds. 
As the averaging period increments, the contribution of any undesired 
frequency components in the system output goes to zero, and the 
integrator outputs A and B become constant values, which rely on only 
on the gain and phase of the system under test (see Illustration 17) at 
the trial frequency. 
 
For applied usage, the averaging is implemented over a bounded 
time interval t, and it is imperative, for purposes to be illustrated 
subsequently, that t be chosen an integer multiple of the experiment 
frequency period.
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Illustration 17: Frequency response analysis process
So, the implementation of the frequency response analyzer is 
inherently robust in that it averages a relative difference in phase and 
amplitude of the test and output signals. This yields the following 
equations (4 ~ 10) where the sum of the squares of the real and 
imaginary parts provide the means to determine the gain G and phase Φ.
( )
0
( ) sin( )sin( )
tUA t G j t t dt
t
w w f w= +ò (4)
( ) ( )( ) cos( ) cos(2 ) 2sin( )
4
UA t G j t t
t
w f w f f w
w
= - + + (5)
, & 1,2,3...
( ) cos( ) ( )
2
nwhere t n
UA t G j REAL
p
w
f w
= =
Þ = ®
(6)
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0
( ) sin( )cos( )
tUB t G j t t dt
t
w w f w= +ò (7)
( ) ( )( ) sin( ) sin(2 ) 2cos( )
4
UB t G j t t
t
w f w f f w
w
= - + + (8)
, & 1,2,3...
( ) sin( ) ( )
2
nwhere t n
UB t G j IMG
p
w
f w
= =
Þ = ®
(9)
It is evident that the simplification presented in eqs. (6) & (9) are 
only possible for the case of the time interval t being an integer multiple 
of the given frequency ω. Thus, the trigonometric identity yielding the 
simplified form of the gain eq. (10) is only realized for this case.
2 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( )U G j Y A B REAL IMGw = = + º + (10)
Component Specific Analysis
The modeling and analysis of components, within a system, or 
independently; has an important role in the Mechatronics design or 
analysis process. Using an appropriate level of detail at this level will 
ultimately dictate that the system modeling and analysis process 
includes a sufficient level of resolution while still offering insights about 
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the nature of the effects which design parameters have upon the 
response of the system. As stated previously this is a balance of 
managing complexity yet including enough rigor to reveal dominant 
modes.
The brushed DC motor
For example, consider the voltage-speed model of the brushed DC 
motor as shown in Illustration 19. The equations describing the behavior 
of the motor are offered in eq. (11) & (12), these are a composite of 
Kirchhoff's and Newton's laws. By isolating model into respective terms 
G1, G2, G3 as shown in eqs. (13~15), the terms represent the electrical, 
motor torque and mechanical contributions to the device's response.
mJ c K iq q+ =&& & (11)
diL Ri V K
dt
q+ = - & (12)
11G
RL s
L

  
 
(13)
2 mG K= (14)
13G
cJ s
J
=
æ ö+ç ÷
è ø
(15)
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The product of the terms G1,G2 & G3 quickly yields the transfer 
function describing the speed response of a brushed DC motor to 
changes in voltage input eq. (16)&(17) shown in block diagram form in 
Illustration 18.
( ) ( )
1 2 3 mKG G G
V Ls R Js c
q
× × = =
+ +
&
(16)
( ) ( )2 ( )
mK
V LJ s RJ Lc s Rc
q
Þ =
+ + +
&
(17)
( ) ( )
mK
V RJ Lc s Rc
q
=
+ +
&
(18)
Illustration 18: Block diagram of brushed DC motor continuous 
model
If it is assumed that in a smaller brushed DC motor that the 
inductance L and the inertia J, are both relatively small numbers, then 
their product will be a small number which may, in some circumstances 
be overlooked without consequence eq. (18). This is an example of a 
simplification which could make sense when closing the loop on the 
model. Instead of ending up with a high order model which does not 
readily provide intuitive results, the order of the characteristic equation 
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can be limited to two, and thus the natural frequency and damping ratio 
can be inferred from the second order form.
Illustration 19: The brushed DC motor model
Furthermore, as the implementation of this model into the system 
as a whole will involve its incorporation with a digital controller, it is 
enlightening to consider the discrete form. However, this effort is only 
made, in the process of modeling, to demonstrate a method of 
discretization (given in eq. 19) and the additional complexity introduced. 
The subsequent section covering PID Control Implementation requires 
that discretized transfer functions are used in the implementation of said 
controller, for reasons explained in that section.
To consider the discrete form practically, an additional factor must 
be introduced, the sample time (ST), A popular method for transforming 
the continuous form to a discrete one is via the bi-linear transform, as 
given in eq. (19) (“CTM: Control Tutorials for Matlab”). This transform 
method is popular because of its ability to yield proper transfer 
functions, however it is not the only transform method and generally not 
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the most accurate one.
2 1
1T
zs
S z
-
=
+ (19)
Applying the bi-linear transform to the G1, G2 & G3 terms yields 
the discrete forms of these terms, as shown in eqs. (20~22). A block 
diagram which combines these terms and allows for simulation is shown 
in Illustration 20.
( 1)1
( 2 ) ( 2 )
T
D
T T
S zG
S R L z S R L
+
=
+ + - (20)
2D mG K= (21)
( )
( 1)3
2 ( 2 )
T
D
T T
S zG
S c J z S c J
+
=
+ + - (22)
The corresponding transfer function for the discretized version of 
the motor terms is as shown in eqs (23~25). It should be noted that the 
bi-linear transform was applied to the product of the terms  G1D, G2D & 
G3D, to yield the complete form as given in eqs. (23) & (24). To arrive at 
the simplified form of the discretized transfer function, as given in eq. 
(25), the bi-linear transform was applied to the simplified continuous 
form as given in eq. (18).
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Illustration 20: Block diagram of brushed DC motor discrete 
model
Variable nomenclature used in the preceding section:
c: Friction (Coulomb)
Km: Motor torque coefficient
L: Armature winding inductance
R: Armature winding resistance
J: Rotor inertia
GX: Electrical, intrinsic and mechanical 
influence terms
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a: Intermediate term
ST: Sample period
Using a unitary step change input to compare the results as shown 
in Illustration 21 & 22, it is apparent that there is excellent agreement 
between the full second order model and the simplified first order 
counterpart. It should also be noted that these response plots were 
created with both the continuous and discrete version of the transfer 
functions, with indiscernible difference.
Illustration 21: Brushed DC motor step response (second order)
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Illustration 22: Brushed DC motor step response (first order)
The belt drive
A model for the belt driven component is sought which primarily 
describes the dominant dynamic modes of power transmission within the 
drive. However, the additional insight of the effect of other modes is also 
of concern when considering the various transients which are not within 
the scope of this thesis. Fortunately, there are well established models 
available for the dynamic case of a lumped parameter model, assuming 
the belt to be mass-less, with modes being tangent and aligned to the 
drive direction of the pulleys (Craig), as well as for the case of the modes 
being orthogonal to the tangent or drive direction (Smith & Downey). The 
equations of motion for the case of the former are given in eqs. (26) & 
(27) and the model is shown in Illustration 23.
( )2 21 1 1 2 1 2θ θ 2 θ 2 θ 2 θ 2 θm m m m m m l lj b KR BR T t KR R BR R+ + + = + +&& & & & (26)
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2 2
2 2 1 2 1 2θ θ 2 θ 2 θ 2 θ 2 θl l l l l l m mj b KR BR KR R BR R+ + + = +&& & & (27)
Illustration 23: Lumped parameter dynamic model of belt drive
It is noted that the this is a set of coupled second order equations 
which yield collocated and non-collocated transfer functions accordingly.
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Additionally, the transfer functions can be rearranged and written 
in standard form, with the simplifying assumption that the damping at 
the motor and load can be neglected. The results of this rearrangement 
include closed form expressions for the anti-resonant wAR and resonant 
frequencies wR. These expressions are given in eqs. (30) & (31).
2
22
AR
l
KR
J
w = (30)
2 2
2 12 ( )m l
R
m l
K J R J R
J J
w += (31)
The discrete counterparts of the belt drive model are not included 
here. However, as the belt drive is incorporated into the motion system 
with a servo motor, in the following section entitled System Modeling
and Analysis. There is a version of the collocated model including the 
influence of the discretized motor model given in eq. (25).
A model describing the modes orthogonal to the drive direction, or 
off-tangent modes, does not depend upon the stiffness of the belt nor 
does it depend upon the motor or load inertia. This model is arrived at 
by considering a form of the wave equation applied to a beam, as given 
in eqs (32~41). Although consideration of this model is enlightening, it 
does not provide a readily verifiable result, as the testing of this mode of 
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vibration independently is not possible with the current physical system 
(see the section on Error: Reference source not found).
( )
2 2 2 2
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2 2 22
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t t x x xg
æ ö¶ ¶ ¶ ¶
+ = - = -ç ÷¶ ¶ ¶ ¶ ¶è ø
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Illustration 24: Belt drive system model with off tangent modes
System Modeling and Analysis
For the purposes of this thesis, the system model shall include the 
effects of the actuator (motor), and the belt drive, with compliance, 
friction and inertia lumped at the pulleys. In the sense that the 
experimental implementation directly controls the current flowing 
through the armature coils via a separate control loop, (as covered in the 
section of this thesis entitled Power Circuitry Concepts)  the actuator may 
be assumed as an ideal torque source, and the lumped model may be 
used directly. So, in the interest of completeness, this particular system 
model is included but, it is not experimentally verified. The transfer 
function for the collocated case only is expressed in eq. (42) as the non-
collocated case does not provide additional information in terms of 
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resonant features. This transfer function yields the displacement of the 
motor drive shaft as a function of voltage input to the motor. Again, the 
motor driver circuitry employed in the physical system controls current 
and thus imparts an idealized torque to drive the belt system. This 
allows the use of the lumped model directly for the purposes of model 
verification.
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Additionally, the discretized form of the collocated transfer 
function is given in eq. (43). Although this particular form is not 
normalized and represented by order of z-terms, it offers an insight into 
how the z-transform can complicate matters, and it fits within a page.
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The continuous transfer function Simulink block diagram for the 
collocated node is shown in Illustration 25. This transfer function model 
is configured with a sine sweep input and an IDDATA sink such that the 
system identification tools, which are part of Matlab can readily extract 
the frequency response data from the simulation.
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Illustration 25: Simulink transfer function model for belt system
The use and prevalence of CAE (computer aided engineering) 
software to prove designs and verify model results, has become a 
standard practice for modern engineering. Packages included as part of 
the Simscape® environment, as offered by the Mathworks, or packages 
like Modelica an its assorted libraries, offer the user a complete 
environment for modeling multi-body dynamics across the electrical, 
mechanical and information domains. What follows here as shown in 
Illustration 26 is a proposed model for the servo-actuated belt-driven 
system based upon the Simscape® foundation library. Again, as in the 
transfer function simulation shown in Illustration 25, there is a sine 
sweep block sourcing the model and an IDDATA block, such that a 
workspace object is created which can be analyzed with the system 
identification toolbox. It should be noted that the parameters of these 
models are identical, and that the range and magnitude of the frequency 
response simulation is the same. Note that these models both yield a 
velocity response from an idealized torque input.
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Illustration 26: Simscape foundation library model of the belt-
driven system with ideal torque source
Results of the frequency response simulations, and the closed 
form calculated values are given in Table 1, Illustration 27, and 
Illustration 28. 
Table 1: Results of frequency response simulation 
between models
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Illustration 27: Results of the frequency response 
simulation for the transfer function model
Illustration 28: Results of the frequency response 
simulation for the Simscape model of the belt system 
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Variable nomenclature used in the preceding section:
bm: Friction (Coulomb) at motor
bl: Friction (Coulomb) at load
B: Damping within belt
kma: Motor torque coefficient
La: Armature winding inductance
Ra: Armature winding resistance
R1: Radius of pulley 1
R2: Radius of pulley 2
Jm: Rotor inertia
Jl: Load inertia
GX: Electrical, intrinsic and mechanical 
influence terms
a: Intermediate term
ST: Sample period
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IV. REAL TIME CONTROL
The C2000 DSP and the Real Time Workshop
An arduous process for engineers results from the task of 
developing software and verification tests to implement various real time 
processes on embedded controllers.  This process is marked with 
difficulty and generally inclined toward error with regard to the 
appropriate transliteration of various logic functions and mathematics. 
Generally, the prescribed practice for the development and 
documentation of such embedded software incorporates the creation of 
various flow charts and/or a design requirement specification.
Developers must then transliterate these documented and/or graphical 
representations into a high- level language, which involves composing a 
great deal of code, possibly from scratch. 
Although the accepted practice for many years may have involved 
the embedded systems programmer handling all of the programming, 
there is another method for the creation of this application critical 
software which provides the systems developers with a graphical 
interface to bridge the gap between the flow chart and the high level 
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code.  This approach is sought to improve time of development, 
decrease the complexity of programming, and to potentially facilitate the 
division of the design or validation work with cross-discipline colleagues. 
One of the design and development environments which offers this 
capability, as illustrated in this thesis is Simulink with the real time 
workshop code generation tools from the MathworksTM.
The family of digital signal processors (DSP) known formally as the 
“C2000” have many impressive qualities which make them suitable for 
simulation, data manipulation, and end hardware targeting. To 
demonstrate the efficiency and performance of these devices Simulink, 
the real time workshop and the C2000 board support package, were 
used to develop a motor speed control system. Both open-loop and 
closed-loop systems were designed and simulated with this compliment. 
They were then implemented using a member of the C2000 family 
formally designated as the TMS320F2812 digital signal processor (DSP) 
from Texas Instruments.  Matlab has special tools included that allow it 
to compile code for this DSP, program it, and transfer data to and from it 
in real-time. 
Overview of Simulink Blocks and Support Libraries
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The Matlab C2000 target support block set may be accessed by 
navigating to the c2000 block set from the Simulink library browser. This 
will open the pertinent toolbox and is the starting point for Simulink 
development using the c2000 target support library. This is shown in 
Illustration 29. Another useful command, (issued from the Matlab 
command prompt) for verifying the installation of the Code Composer 
studio and the correct configuration of the target board is the 
“ccsboardinfo” command, this command will display all of the correctly 
installed C2000 target boards in the host system.
Illustration 29: The Matlab C2000 target 
support toolbox
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Building a model using the C2000 F2812 block set
For the purposes of this experiment an open-loop test model shall 
be constructed that will provide a step change input to the brushed DC 
motor driver. To construct this model, the user should employ the 
procedure that follows.
(1) Open a new SIMULINK model
(2) Choose the block set appropriate for the target in use from the 
C2000 library
(3) Place an appropriate “target preferences” block into the model
(4) Place PWM and QEP blocks from the appropriate target block set 
into the model
(5) Adjust the PWM block to allow for an input port
(6) Place constant, step, switch, gain, data conversion and saturation 
blocks from the commonly used section of the main Simulink 
library browser. 
(7) Place an RTDX block from the target library
(8) connect the blocks as shown in Illustration 19
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Illustration 30: The open-loop model (step response)
Software Configuration
The code composer studio software is required to use the features 
of the Matlab Simulink C2000 target support package ( TC2 ).  The 
integrated code generation functions of the Simulink real-time workshop 
depend on the proper installation and configuration of the code 
composer studio such that the target platform can be programmed and 
debugged. The Simulink real-time workshop and C2000 target support 
package utilize calls to the code composer studio for generating code 
and building binaries which support the TI hardware. This section details 
the installation and configuration of code composer studio, the target 
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IEEE 1149.1 JTAG interface driver for the spectrum digital ezDSP® F2812, 
and the various other third party software additions.
Illustration 31: The reliance of the Real-Time 
Workshop upon the Code Composer Studio.
To begin the software installation, the platform must be verified in 
order to ensure compatibility between the hardware, operating system 
and the development environment. The following requirements should 
be verified as they are the currently those published by the Mathworks. 
The Mathworks website should be consulted prior to any installation 
process to verify that the specifics haven't changed
(http://www.mathworks.com/products/tic2000/requirements.html).
  Platform Requirements -- Hardware and Operating System:
 Intel Pentium or Intel Pentium processor-compatible PC
 64 MB RAM (128 MB recommended)
 400 MB hard disk space available after installing MATLAB
 One parallel printer port or one USB port to connect the 
target board to the PC
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 Windows NT 4.0, Windows 2000, or Windows XP.
  System Requirements – Third Party Software (as of the writing 
of this document):
 TI Code Composer Studio IDE 3.3 tested on SR8 and SR10, 
(R2008b & R2009a or later)
 TI C2000 Code Generation Tools 5.0.2 (installed with Code 
Composer Studio)
 TI DSP/BIOS 5.32.04 (installed with Code Composer Studio)
 Spectrum Digital Code Composer Studio emulation and 
communication drivers
Next, the user should decide which version of the Code Composer 
Studio would best meet their development needs. For student users, the 
120-day evaluation version of the tools might suffice. This  evaluation 
version is available  from the TI developer support website 
(http://focus.ti.com/docs/toolsw/folders/print/ccstudio.html). It should 
be noted that the evaluation version of the software is not suitable for 
the purposes of industrial research. For these purposes the software 
subscription version of the Code Composer tools are required due to 
licensing restrictions. Upon deciding which version to install the user 
must either obtain the disk or register and download an evaluation 
version from the TI website. The 
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In addition to the installation of the Code Composer tools, a 
package of Spectrum Digital emulation and communication drivers must 
be installed. It is important to note that this package must be in sync 
with the given version of the C2000 target support package, as well as 
the version of the Code Composer tools. It is best to verify comparability 
of the components prior to downloading or installing anything, this will 
save time and frustration. The current version of this package as of the 
writing of this document can be found at 
(http://support.spectrumdigital.com/ccs33/ )
Upon installation of the Code Composer Studio, the user must configure 
the target hardware on the host development system such that the Code 
Composer Studio can communicate with it.
Operational Modes of the TMS320F2812 DSP
The TMS320F2812 as implemented on the  Spectrum Digital 
eZdsp® F2812 board allows for two distinct operational modes. The 
device may operate as either a microprocessor or a microcomputer. As 
popularly inferred, the microcomputer mode of the device requires that 
the processor is bootstrapped from a basic input output system (bios), 
whereas the microprocessor mode allows for the device to boot stand 
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alone from either its internal flash or an alternate location. Basically this 
tends to be a matter of semantics; the idea is that the microprocessor 
mode will tend to benefit those deeply embedded applications where an 
operating system is not used. Alternatively, the minicomputer mode will 
benefit those applications where an operating system is used. Selection 
of the various modes and boot locations requires the adjustment of 
jumpers on the  eZdsp® F2812 board, as shown in Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2: Modes and corresponding jumper “JP1” settings for the eZdsp 
F2812
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Table 3: Jumper selection to boot from various devices
Hardware Interface
The objective of this portion of the thesis is to illustrate the 
preparation of the Spectrum Digital eZdsp® F2812 via the hardware 
interface to implement open-loop and feedback control of a brushed DC 
motor. Since the eZdsp® F2812 does not have a digital-to-analog 
converter (DAC) as one of its peripherals, this tutorial will cover the use 
of the PWM module to provide output to external power circuitry. A 
summary of the parts used in this experimental survey is what follows:
• Spectrum Digital eZdsp® F2812 evaluation module
• The LM18245 integrated chopper H-Bridge from National 
Semiconductor
• The LM258 operational amplifier from National Semiconductor
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• The 128AE servo amplifier adjusted to operate in current mode
• Analog Devices AduM 1200 Dual-Channel Digital Isolator
• 40-pin two row pin header on 0.100” inch centers
• 40-pin ribbon cable with “AMP” connectors
• 2k and 3k ¼ watt 5% resistors
• Prototyping boards(2)
• Terminal blocks(2)
Illustration 32: Diagram showing the ezDSP based DC motor 
controller
The eZdsp® F2812 DSP is an excellent choice for this exercise for 
several reasons.  For instance, the eZdsp® F2812 has several useful 
peripherals including six pulse width modulators (PWM), sixteen 
channels of twelve-bit analog-to-digital converters, and two quadrature 
encoder input modules (QEP). Most importantly, the eZdsp kit is fully 
supported within the Simulink environment via the real time workshop 
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and the C2000 board support package.
The eZdsp® F2812 is designed for the purposes of evaluating if the 
TI TMS320F2812 digital signal processor (DSP) is suitable for a given 
application. It allows system designers to develop and run software for 
the TMS320F2812 processor by using Code Composer Studio, Simulink 
C2000 board support library and the real time workshop. The eZdsp® 
F2812 evaluation board shown in Illustration 33 has the following 
features:
 Specifications of the eZdsp®:
 18K words on-chip RAM
 150 MIPS operating speed
 128K words on-chip Flash memory
 64K words on-chip SRAM memory
 2 Expansion Connectors (analog, I/O)
 On board IEEE 1149.1 JTAG Controller
 On board IEEE 1284 parallel port interface
 5-volt supply operation with supplied AC adapter
 3.3-volt TTL I/O level operation
 Integrated PWM output state machine
 Two quadrature encoder input modules (QEP)
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Illustration 33: Spectrum Digital F2812 ezDSP® 
evaluation kit
Illustration 34: The various peripheral units of the 
TMS320F2812
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Interfacing the optical encoder
The optical encoder used as part of this implementation requires 
5-Volt excitation and offers 5-Volt quadrature logic as an output. As 
such, a level shifting interface must be incorporated into the circuitry. 
The use of the 5-Volt supply power from the eZdsp® F2812 board is one 
possible means of providing the encoder with power. Another option 
would involve using an external dedicated 5-Volt power source such as a 
wall transformer.  The illustrations below show two possible 
configurations of the level shifting interface. The circuit shown in 
Illustration 35 is well suited to use with an external power source as it 
includes a digital isolator which provides inherent level shifting 
capabilities as well as ground isolation.
Illustration 35: A digital isolator provides both level shifting and 
isolation between the DSPs outputs and the motor
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Illustration 36: Use of voltage divider circuits to shift the 
5-volt logic of the encoder to 3-volt DSP compatible logic(
Interfacing the motor
The options for interfacing a brushed DC motor for speed or 
positional control are numerous. For the purposes of this 
implementation, two methods shall be investigated. These are both 
current regulating methods which allow the use of a PWM (pulse width 
modulation) to control the current control set point via the duty cycle of 
the waveform. Because the microprocessor can easily create this type of 
signal using its state machine timer and interrupt modules, it is a viable 
option and is limited in resolution and speed only by the capabilities of 
the timer and the processor itself. Illustration 37 shows an example of 
the variable duty cycle PWM square wave signal. 
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Illustration 37: A variable duty cycle PWM type square wave signal (T is 
the period, P is the on-time duty cycle)
A distinct advantage to using the variable duty cycle PWM square wave 
signal as a control input to the motor drive is that it is a digital signal 
which may be isolated and level-shifted with little effort. For the same 
reasons the encoder was interfaced with a digital signal isolator, the 
purposes of isolation and level-shifting, it is practical to apply the 
isolator into this interface circuit. The circuit is shown in Illustration 38.
Illustration 38: A digital isolator provides both level shifting and 
isolation between the DSPs outputs and the motor
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OVERVIEW OF SIMULINK REAL TIME WORKSHOP SOFTWARE 
DEVELOPMENT
Development with Simulink for the F2812 consists of a few steps. 
The user first creates a Simulink model on the host computer, using 
special blocks from the Embedded Target for C2000 Block set to target 
the DSP's peripherals..  Pressing CTRL-B causes the real time workshop to 
build that model into C code that is subsequently compiled by the TI 
code composer studio and ultimately executed on the 'target' DSP. 
Matlab causes TI's Code Composer Studio IDE to parse the C code, 
compile the active project, and load it to either the flash memory of the 
DSP, or the RAM for execution, depending upon the operating mode 
selected.
The computer is connected to the F2812 eZdsp board via a parallel 
cable.  This connection allows for programming of the DSP as well as 
real-time  communication with the DSP via RTDX.  This stands for Real 
Time Data Exchange, and is TI's technology for communicating and 
debugging their DSPs without halting execution or requiring a 
specialized terminal. The model can be configured to run indefinitely or 
for a set amount of time.  The models in these experiments run for a 
fixed predetermined interval.  They determine the power delivered to the 
motor and interpret the quadrature pulse train from the encoder to 
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determine the motor's speed.  The models also contain the blocks that 
carry out the control system relevant to that particular test. Dynamically 
loaded m-files give the user the ability to reload the DSP, start its 
execution, retrieve data readings after each trial is finished, and halt 
execution of the DSP. An example of the host side m-file for this 
functionality is given in Table 6 appendix A.
PID Control Implementation
For the purposes of our hardware DSP implementation of a 
controller, the classic three term or “PID” control architecture is selected 
for its utility and well defined tuning procedure. To properly implement 
this controller in real-time, the conversion of its continuous time form to 
a discrete one is first considered. The discrete form of the controller is of 
interest because of its 'memory-limited' traits. A discrete implementation 
is a 'fixed memory cost' on the target as it does not impose the need of 
maintaining the data to support the states required by the continuous 
controller. For the continuous “textbook PID” implementation as shown 
in Illustration 39 the equations are as given in eqs. (44~48) (MathWorks, 
Inc.).
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Illustration 39: Continuous PID controller
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )o p i du t u t u t u t   (44)
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t t
t
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An alternate form of the 'textbook' PID controller is the case with 
the proportional gain Kp  factored out of the ui(t) and ud(t) terms, as shown 
in Illustration 40. This is the form of the controller typically found in 
industrial applications (BESTune). Another nuance of this industrial style 
controller is that it does not attempt to take an exact derivative, and as 
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such, is far more stable than its 'textbook' cousin. Instead, the alternate 
form includes an approximate technique for estimating the derivative 
term which relies on a filter and a normalizing term 'N' to base its result 
upon. This form is what follows.
Illustration 40: Alternate form of continuous PID 
controller found in industrial applications
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )o p i du t u t u t u t= + + (49)
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To transform the preceding continuous forms of the PID controller 
equations to discrete equivalents, the backwards difference or “back 
shift” operator may be utilized (Ogata).  For the case of the “textbook 
PID” controller as given in eqs. (44~ 48) the discrete form is shown in 
Illustration 41, and given in eqs. (54~ 58). Additionally, a saturation 
block has been added to the output of controller to limit the output to a 
range suitable for the process. The importance of limiting and properly 
scaling the various inputs an outputs of the controller cannot be 
overstated and is a topic covered in depth in a subsequent section of this 
chapter.
Illustration 41: Discrete PID controller
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]o p i du n u n u n u n= + + (54)
[ ] [ ]p pu n K e n= (55)
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[ ] [ 1] [ ]i i p iu n u n K K e n= - + (56
[ ] ( [ ] [ 1])d p du n K K e n e n= - - (57)
[ ] [ ] [ 1] [ ] ( [ ] [ 1])i p i p i p du n K e n u n K K e n K K e n e nÞ = + - + + - - (58)
Here it is evident that the discrete implementation does not require 
or maintain data for any state other than the current one [n] or the 
previously calculated value [n-1]. This is not the case for continuous 
implementations of the controller. To properly integrate and differentiate 
via the continuous methods, an adequate history of the trending must be 
established such that these methods have a basis which accurately 
reflects the past and present values. So, the discrete form generally 
simplifies the implementation of algorithms on a real-time platform. The 
impetus for the discrete form is dictated by the nature of the real-time 
platform and real-time control in general; in order to maximize the speed 
and consistency of the controller, the arithmetical and the computational 
considerations need to be itemized and kept track of such that as a 
whole they do not over tax the resources of the target platform 
(Gambier). Additionally, the cost of performing arithmetic within the 
context of the control loop must be weighed when determining the 
bandwidth of the real time controller implementation, as the number of 
processor clock cycles required to complete the control loop arithmetic 
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will dictate the maximum bandwidth realizable by the controller (Toliyat 
& Campbell).
What follows here are the discrete form of the equations as arrived 
at using the backward difference technique for the case of the “alternate 
form” PID controller as given in eqs. (49 ~ 53) the discrete form is:
Illustration 42: Discrete PID controller, alternate form
[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]o p i du n u n u n u n= + + (59)
[ ] [ ]p pu n K e n= (60)
[ ] [ 1] [ ]i i iu n u n K e n= - + (61
[ ] ( [ ] [ 1])d du n K e n e n= - - (62)
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[ ] [ ] [ 1] [ ] ( [ ] [ 1])i p i i du n K e n u n K e n K e n e nÞ = + - + + - - (63)
Variable nomenclature used in the preceding section:
uo(t): Output of controller
up(t): Proportional term
ui(t): Integral term
ud(t): Derivative term
e(t): Error between process and set point
Td: Derivative time
Ti: Integral time
T: Sample period
Kp: Proportional gain
Ki: Integral gain
Kd: Derivative gain
Control Implementation With the F2812 DSP and the Real 
Time Workshop
The prospect of implementing a controller on the TMS320F2812 is 
made feasible by virtue of the fact that there are a complete set of 
libraries available to facilitate the task. This compliment of libraries 
includes the virtual floating point unit (FPU) library known as the 
IQNmath. In order to minimize errors due to loss of precision with the 
fixed point calculations which are performed nativley on the device, a 
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virtual floating point library was developed and made accessible to the 
Simulink environment as a block library. The strength of this approach is 
that the code for this library is very well tested, and the various 
arithmetical operations have know execution speeds at a given processor 
clock speed (see Table 4)
Table 4: Table of benchmarks for the virtual floating point 
IQN library
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In order to implement a controller with the IQNmath virtual floating 
point library, the format of the data inputs to the various blocks 
implementing the arithmetic must be converted to the proper 16-bit 
fixed point representation, it should be noted that the library (see 
illustration x) also includes format conversion blocks for this purpose.
Illustration 43: The IQNmath block library for virtual floating point 
arithmetic
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Upon proper conversion of the data format, the arithmetical 
operations shown in any of the diagrams shown in (Illustration
39~Illustration 42) may be replaced with the corresponding operations 
offered as part of the IQNmath block library. The use of the IQNmath 
library for the operations undertaken in the discrete version of the PID 
controller is shown in Illustration 44.
Illustration 44: Discrete PID controller implementation using the 
IQNmath library
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V. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION AND VERIFICATION
Without the ability to perform controlled and repeatable 
experiments, ones ability to relate the findings of modeling and 
Mechatronics processes to realizable phenomena is diminished. It is truly 
beneficial to consider the realization of an experimental apparatus when 
verifying the efficacy of a modeling strategy. As quoted in the 
introduction, “Computer Simulation without Experimental Verification is 
at Best Questionable and, at Worst, Useless !” - K. Craig. With this 
rationale it becomes critical that the results of modeling are verifiable by 
a repeatable experiment.
Means of Verification
The proposed method for model result verification, as well as for 
physical system agreement verification involves the use of frequency 
response analysis, as described in the section of this thesis entitled 
Frequency Response Analysis. By using the tools which evolved through 
the development of traditional control design, the Mechatronics 
practitioner can rapidly evaluate the suitability of a given modeling 
approach, as well as the assumptions made in the process. This is 
achieved by comparing the results of the frequency response tests for 
the models (as described the the section of this thesis entitled System
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Modeling and Analysis) to the results of the frequency response analysis 
test of the physical system. This effort is performed using the physical 
system parameters listed in Illustration 45. These parameters are 
determined by a variety of experimental and analytical means. For 
instance, the stiffness is found by the results of the belt stiffness test, 
the inertia is found from the CAD models of the load and motor shafts 
along with the in formation on the motor data sheet, as listed in Table
23. It should be noted that the values are the same as those used in the 
models of the section of this thesis entitled System Modeling and
Analysis.
Illustration 45: Physical system 
parameters
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Specification of Experimental Apparatus
Initially, a device manufactured by ECP (educational control 
products), shown in Illustration 46 known as the industrial servo 
emulator was considered for the purposes of experimental verification. 
After some testing, this device was found to be inadequate for these 
purposes. What follows is a list of what this device is and why this device 
did not meet the desired objectives:
The ECP-220 Industrial Servo Emulator: Details 
➔ Driven and disturbed with brush-less DC motors (BLDC), Replaced 
by brushed DC
➔ Provision for variable inertia 
➔ Provision for introducing compliance 
➔ Provision for varying friction 
➔ High resolution encoders 
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Illustration 46: The ECP 220 industrial 
servo emulator
The experimental apparatus implemented as part of this thesis is 
is shown schematically in Illustration 47 and Illustration 49, The actual 
implementation of said device is depicted in Illustration 48. Additional 
drawings and details are offered in appendix C.
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Illustration 47: Schematic configuration of the 
experimental apparatus used in frequency 
response testing
 The experimental apparatus was implemented with the objective 
of addressing the shortcomings of the ECP system, a listing of these is 
what follows.
The ECP-220 Industrial Servo Emulator: Shortcomings 
➔ No provision for precisely adjusting belt tension
➔ No way to change friction during operation
➔ Lack of agreement between model and physical system, likely due 
to the additional dynamics from the three other belts, etc
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Illustration 48: Picture of the experimental realization of 
the physical system
Illustration 49: CAD drawing of the experimental 
implementation of physical system
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The implemented experimental has proven to overcome all the 
shortcomings listed. Design documents for the implemented 
experimental apparatus are listed in appendix C. Additionally, several 
capabilities have been included which allow for extended functionality, 
these are listed here.
Experimental Realization: Design Details 
➔ Provisions for compliance, variable inertia, friction and backlash.
➔ Provision for precise tension adjustment.
➔ Readily adaptable to use with various motors and drive 
configurations.
➔ Can be configured with gears. 
➔ Can be configured with direct drive (shaft). 
Test Plan Goals and Objectives
Listed here are the goals and objectives for the experimental 
portion of this thesis. By devising an apparatus which accommodates 
testing of the key variables set forth by the models presented in the 
previous sections, the possibility of analyzing and attempting to explain 
discrepancies and anomalies becomes feasible. While this may be helpful 
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on several levels, the real benefit to the current research is that of 
verification and validation of the models. To accomplish this objective 
the following tests are planned for the implemented experimental 
apparatus.
(1) A belt stiffness test for the flexible round 1/4” diameter 
urethane belt.
(2) The DC motor static and dynamic Coulomb friction 
determination test.
(3) The swept frequency system identification test at various belt 
tensions. 
(4) Belt pluck test at various tensions to verify natural frequencies 
as predicted by the wave equation based model (given in the 
section of this thesis entitled System Modeling and Analysis) for 
the belt.
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Presentation and Discussion of Results
The results of the belt stiffness test are given in Illustration 50, it 
is noted that the stiffness of the 1/4” urethane belt is equivalent to 665 
N/m. This test was conducted with both increasing and decreasing 
tension.
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Illustration 50: Plot of force vs. displacement 
for the belt stiffness test
The main problem encountered during the testing of the 
experimental realization of the physical system was the fact that the 
friction due to the load block mounting, encountered during the belt 
stiffness test tended to offset the tension. This was verified by 
performing the test in both directions. In the first test the starting point 
was established such that the belt was preloaded, whereas in the 
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subsequent test the starting point was established where the belt had 
slack. The results of these tests showed a fairly uniform offset of the 
force presented per displacement. A workaround for this problem 
involved the removal of the load bracket, such that the tension gauge 
could be directly coupled to the belt, as shown in Illustration 51.
Illustration 51: Alternate belt stiffness test
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The frequency response test as conducted with the dynamic signal 
analyzer are shown in (Illustration 52~Illustration 54). It should be noted 
that the first test was conducted with a tension of 7lbs, and the second 
was conducted with 12lbs.
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Illustration 52: Plot of Magnitude vs. frequency for the system I.D. 
test T=7 lbs
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Illustration 53: Plot of Phase vs. frequency for the system I.D. 
test T=7 lbs
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Illustration 54: Plot of Magnitude vs. frequency for the system I.D. 
test T=12 lbs
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Illustration 55: Plot of Phase vs. frequency for the system I.D. test 
T=12 lbs
The results of the frequency response analysis tests were 
repeatable and illustrated the interplay which tension has on the system. 
The topic of researching the proper belt tension is of interest for future 
work. Table 5 lists the results of the the experimental frequency analysis 
test, and compares them to the results obtained from the various 
modeling efforts.
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Table 5: Comparison of experimental results to model results 
for the frequency response analysis test
The brushed DC friction test was performed to validate the friction 
specification issued by the manufacturer. This test was conducted by 
ramping the current to the motor up and down in a trapezoidal profile. 
(as shown in Illustration 56)  The results were in agreement with 
manufacturer specification. In order to obtain the frictional coefficient, 
the current required at both the break-away torque (0.092A) and the 
stopping torque were recorded. 
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Illustration 56: Brushed DC friction test plot
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
Final Remarks
This thesis has the ambitious goal of providing tools for the 
Mechatronics practitioner, to perform the task of servo motion system 
design. Considering that the task includes a variety aspects related to 
different disciplines, the unifying thread, as proposed by the work, is the 
incorporation of cross-discipline tools. The tools developed, or borrowed 
from other trades, as part of this work have been the use of different 
modeling approaches, the use of frequency response analysis, and a real 
time control implementation which utilized Matlab/Simulink for a 
development environment. Frequency response analysis has proven to be 
a valuable tool in the practice of Mechatronics. It has been shown that 
given an adequate experimental realization, modeling efforts are readily 
verifiable.
Suggestions for Future Work
Listed here is a brief summary of planned an possible future 
efforts involving and expanding upon the topics covered and work 
performed in this thesis.
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Planned future work: 
➔ Reconfiguring the device for direct drive & compliant coupling 
tests. 
➔ Including the backlash component. 
Possible future work: 
➔ Research into alternate drive circuitry. 
➔ Use of different types motors & loads. 
➔ Testing for the effects of belt tension.
➔ Motion profile specification and optimization.
➔ Use and evaluation of various control architectures. 
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VIII. APPENDICES
Appendix A: Software Listing
Table 6: Code listing for function runc2812openloopDC()
function speed = runc2812openloopDC() 
% Execute various open-loop tests, retrieve data from rtdx, plot, and save 
clc; 
clear('all', 'classes', 'functions');
format compact; 
 
d_delay=5;                     % arbitrary delay period
exptime=150;                 % Experiment time
interv=0.05;                   % Discrete interval
step_t=1;                       % when the input is changed
z = 1; 
testname='Pitman 9236S009-R1 Open Loop Speed vs. Current Test';
 
 
% Program DSP and execute test 
% This routine provides for two RTDX buffers
% such that both the quadrature encoder and 
% the ADC may be utilized
cc = PrepareTargetandLoad ();
 
if (isenabled(cc.rtdx))
    disable(cc.rtdx,'all');         % Disable all open RTDX channels.
    disable(cc.rtdx);               % Disable RTDX interface.
    close(cc.rtdx,'all');
end
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enable(cc.rtdx); 
configure(cc.rtdx,2048,2);      % configure RTDX, 2 buffer of 2048 
open(cc.rtdx, 'ochan1', 'r');
open(cc.rtdx, 'ochan2', 'r');
enable(cc.rtdx, 'ochan1'); 
enable(cc.rtdx, 'ochan2'); 
flush(cc.rtdx,'ochan1');
flush(cc.rtdx,'ochan2');
set(cc.rtdx, 'timeout', 300);
 
pause(d_delay);
restart(cc);
pause(d_delay);
run(cc); 
 
pause(exptime);            % wait for test to finish 
 
if (isrunning(cc))  
halt(cc);         % Halt the processor.
end                  % Done.
 
%num_of_msgs = cc.rtdx.msgcount('ochan1') 
% echo the number of messages in 
 % the buffer
pause(d_delay);
 
while ( cc.rtdx.msgcount('ochan1')>1)
    % collect speed readings for entire run 
    speed(k) = (pi/3)*abs(readmsg(cc.rtdx,'ochan1','double')); 
    k = k + 1; 
end
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if (isenabled(cc.rtdx, 'ochan1') || isenabled(cc.rtdx, 'ochan2'))
    flush(cc.rtdx,'ochan1')
    flush(cc.rtdx,'ochan2')
    disable(cc.rtdx,'all') % Disable all open RTDX channels.
    disable(cc.rtdx)       % Disable RTDX interface.
end
    
close(cc.rtdx,'all');
 
q = z*interv-(2*interv);
t = 0:interv:q;
 
% plot results
plot(t,speed,'b')
title(testname)
xlabel('time'); ylabel('Speed (rad/sec)') 
XMIN = 0.5; 
XMAX = exptime; 
YMIN = 0; 
YMAX = 600; 
axis([XMIN XMAX YMIN YMAX]) 
  
 
% save results 
save(strcat(testname, '.mat'),'t','speed')
save(strcat(testname, '.png'),'t','speed')
print('-dpng', '-r300', filename1) 
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Table 7: Code listing for PID implementation on TMS320F2812
/*
  *C2812 PID Implementation 
  *Uses an analog signal for reference 0~3 Vdc
  *Controls the PWM duty cycle according to the
  *error signal measured (Setpoint - PV)
  *based upon examples provided with TICCS & the 
  *work of G. Sizsov
  *
  */
 
#include "DSP281x_Device.h"       /* DSP281x Header file Include File*/
#include "DSP281x_Examples.h"   /* DSP281x Examples Include File*/
#include "IQmathlib.h"                 /*  (define GLOBAL IQ here)*/
#include "f281xpwm.h"                /* PWM header file*/
#include "dlog4ch.h"                    /* Data logger header file*/
 
/* Define ISR Frequency */
 
#define SYSTEM_FREQUENCY 25
#define ISR_FREQUENCY  5               /* Interrupt execution frequency and PWM 
frequency (5kHz)*/
#define PWM_FREQ   5E3         /* Used by the integration algorithm to calculate Ts*/
 
/* Function Prototypes */
 
interrupt void adc_isr(void);
 
/*Instance of PWM Driver */
 
PWMGEN pwm1 = PWMGEN_DEFAULTS;
 
/*Instance of 4-Ch Datalogger */
DLOG_4CH dlog = DLOG_4CH_DEFAULTS;
 
int16 DlogCh1 = 0;          /* Ch1 is used for triggering (signal has to cross zero)*/
int16 DlogCh2 = 0;
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int16 DlogCh3 = 0;
int16 DlogCh4 = 0;
 
/* Global Variables */
 
Uint16 LoopCount;
 
int32 ADC_Ch0_result, Sensor_Fdbk, Fdbk_pu, Fdbk_pu_f,Ref_pu; 
int16 duty_cycle;
 
_iq Position_Ref=_IQ(2.0);             /*In Volts (0 to 3V)*/
 
/* PID variables*/
_iq error=_IQ(0.0); 
_iq out_p, out_i, out_d,out_pid;
_iq Kp,Ki,KiTs,Kd,BIAS,error_d_new,error_d_old;
 
/* Data Logger Trigger Variables*/
_iq theta=_IQ(0.0);                            /* for Data Logger trigger*/
_iq omega=_IQ(100.0);                      /* for Data Logger trigger*/
_iq trigger; 
 
/* Low-Pass Filter Variables */
_iq x1=0;
_iq c0=_IQ(1);                 /* Filter coeff0*/
_iq c1=_IQ(1);                 /* Filter coeff1*/
 
_iq Ts;
float32 T = 0.001/ISR_FREQUENCY;    /* sampling time for PWM module*/
 
/* MAIN EXECUTION LOOP*/
main() 
{
 
   Ref_pu=_IQdiv(Position_Ref,_IQ(3.0));  /* Per unit value of the reference   (0 to 
1)*/
   Kp=_IQ(1);                                        /* Proportional Gain*/
   Ki=_IQ(1);                                          /* Integral Gain*/
   Kd=_IQ(1);                                         /* Derivative Gain*/
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   BIAS=_IQ(1);                                      /* BIAS to center the controller on the 
plant*/
   Ts=_IQ(1.0/(PWM_FREQ));                     /*Sampling Time*/
   KiTs = _IQrmpy(Ki,Ts);
 
/*
  *Step 1. Initialize System Control: 
  *PLL, WatchDog, enable Peripheral Clocks
  *This example function is found in the DSP281x_SysCtrl.c file. 
  */
    InitSysCtrl();
 
/* 
  *For this example, set HSPCLK to SYSCLKOUT / 6 (25Mhz assuming 150Mhz 
SYSCLKOUT)
  *Note if do not divide the clock then ADC might not have enough time to convert 
  */
    EALLOW;
    SysCtrlRegs.HISPCP.all = 0x3;  
    EDIS;
   
/* 
  *Step 2. Clear all interrupts and initialize PIE vector table: 
  *Disable CPU interrupts 
  */
    DINT;
 
/* 
  *Initialize the PIE control registers to their default state.
  *The default state is all PIE interrupts disabled and flags
  *are cleared.  
  *This function is found in the DSP281x_PieCtrl.c file.
  */
    InitPieCtrl();
 
/* Disable CPU interrupts and clear all CPU interrupt flags:*/
   IER = 0x0000;
   IFR = 0x0000;
 
/* Initialize the PIE vector table with pointers to the shell Interrupt 
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  *Service Routines (ISR).  
  *This will populate the entire table, even if the interrupt
  *is not used in this example.  This is useful for debug purposes.
  *The shell ISR routines are found in DSP281x_DefaultIsr.c.
  *This function is found in DSP281x_PieVect.c.
  */
    InitPieVectTable();
     
/* 
  *Interrupts that are used in this example are re-mapped to
  * ISR functions found within this file.
  */       
    EALLOW;                            /* This is needed to write to EALLOW protected 
register*/
    PieVectTable.ADCINT = &adc_isr;
    EDIS;                              /* This is needed to disable write to EALLOW protected 
registers*/
 
/* Step 3. Initialize all the Device Peripherals: 
  *This function is found in DSP281x_InitPeripherals.c
  *InitPeripherals(); 
  */
    InitAdc();  /* For this example, init the ADC */
 
/*Step 4. Initialize PWM module*/
/*Initialize PWM module "corresponds to the switching frequency"*/
    pwm1.PeriodMax = SYSTEM_FREQUENCY*1000000*T/2; 
       pwm1.init(&pwm1); 
/* Step 6. Initialize Data Logger */
 
    /*initialize the data logger module */
    dlog.iptr1 = &DlogCh1;
    dlog.iptr2 = &DlogCh2;
    dlog.iptr3 = &DlogCh3;
    dlog.iptr4 = &DlogCh4;
    dlog.trig_value = 0x0;
    dlog.size = 0x400;
    dlog.prescalar = 1;
    dlog.init(&dlog);
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/* Step 5. Initialize toggling pin */
/* Added to check program execution time i.e. how long it takes to execute the ISR.
  *To see how fast ISR executes check P7 pin#3 (now ~4us)
  */
    EALLOW;
    GpioMuxRegs.GPAMUX.bit.C3TRIP_GPIOA15=0;   /*set GPIOA6 as GPIO*/
    GpioMuxRegs.GPADIR.bit.GPIOA15=1;                          /*set pin as output */
 
    EDIS;
    GpioDataRegs.GPACLEAR.bit.GPIOA15=1;               /* intialize GPIOA6 output pin 
to zero */
 
/* Step 6. User specific code, enable interrupts */
 
/* Enable ADCINT in PIE*/
    PieCtrlRegs.PIEIER1.bit.INTx6 = 1;
    IER |= M_INT1;                                    /*Enable CPU Interrupt 1*/
    EINT;                                                     /* Enable Global interrupt INTM*/
    ERTM;                                                    /* Enable Global realtime interrupt DBGM*/
 
    LoopCount = 0;
 
    
/* Configure ADC*/
    AdcRegs.ADCMAXCONV.all = 0x0001; /* Setup 2 conv's on SEQ1*/
    AdcRegs.ADCCHSELSEQ1.bit.CONV00 = 0x0; /* Setup ADCINA0 */
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.EVA_SOC_SEQ1 = 1;  /* Enable EVASOC to start SEQ1*/
    AdcRegs.ADCTRL2.bit.INT_ENA_SEQ1 = 1; /* Enable SEQ1 interrupt (every EOS)*/
 
/*Configure EVA
 * Assumes EVA Clock is already enabled in InitSysCtrl();
 */
    EvaRegs.GPTCONA.bit.T1TOADC = 1;                   /* Enable EVASOC in EVA*/
 
 
/* Wait for ADC interrupt*/
   while(1)
   {
      LoopCount++;
   }
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}
 
/*ISR: Interrupt Service Routing*/
interrupt void  adc_isr(void)
{
  
        GpioDataRegs.GPASET.bit.GPIOA15=1;             /*Toggle P7 pin#3 HIGH */
 
/* ADC Routine*/
/* 1. 12-bit ADC puts results in the upper 12 bits of a 16-bit register
  *2. Shift to the right by 4 bits
  *3. Type cast to a 32-bit integer
  *4. Assume IQ12, meaning that ADC result varies between 0 and 1 in IQ 12 format
  *5. Then typecast from IQ 12 to IQ Global and multiply by scaling factor of 3 (because 
ADC is 0 to 3V) 
  */
 
        ADC_Ch0_result =_IQ12toIQ((int32)(AdcRegs.ADCRESULT0 >>4));    /* First 
convert to 32-bit then from IQ12 (because 12-bit ADC) to IQ_GLOBAL*/
        Sensor_Fdbk=_IQrmpy(ADC_Ch0_result, _IQ(3.0));                         
/*  Feedback from sensor (0 to 3V)*/
        Fdbk_pu = ADC_Ch0_result;                                                              
/* Per Unit  Feedback from sensor (0 to 0.999999) */
 
/* Low-pass Filter (1st Order) 2kHz cutoff */
 
     Fdbk_pu_f =_IQrmpy(Fdbk_pu,c0) + _IQrmpy(x1,c1);
        x1 = Fdbk_pu_f;
 
/* PID Routine */
        
        error = Ref_pu-Fdbk_pu_f;
        
       /* Kp*/
        out_p=_IQrmpy(Kp,error);
 
       /* Ki*/
        if(Fdbk_pu<_IQ(0.2))
               {
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                out_i=_IQ(0.0);                        /* Anti windup*/
               }
               
        out_i=_IQrmpy(KiTs,error)+out_i;
 
     if(out_i>=_IQ(1))
               {
                       out_i=_IQ(0.999999);
               }
 
       /* Kd*/
               error_d_new= error-error_d_old;
               error_d_old=error;
 
               out_d = _IQdiv(error_d_new, Ts);        /* can multiply by Fs instead of div*/
               out_d = _IQrmpy(Kd,out_d);
 
        if(out_d>=_IQ(0.999999))
                       {
                               out_d=_IQ(0.999999);
                       }
 
               out_pid = out_p+out_i+out_d+BIAS;
 
        if(out_pid > _IQ(0.999999))
                       {
                               out_pid=_IQ(0.999999);
                       }
        if(out_pid < _IQ(0.0))
                       {
                               out_pid=BIAS;
                       }
           duty_cycle =  2*((int16)_IQtoIQ15(out_pid));/* Bipolar (-100-100%)*/
 
           pwm1.MfuncC1 = duty_cycle-0x8000;           /*Make unipolar (0 to 100%)*/
           pwm1.update(&pwm1);                                 /* Update pwm value*/
         return;
}
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Appendix B: Experimental Data
Table 8: Data from belt stiffness test
(Accuracy of results +/- 0.001 in. | +/-0.005 lb)
Displacement (in.) Force (lb)
0.063 0.310
0.125 0.580
0.188 0.890
0.250 1.220
0.313 1.590
0.375 2.010
0.438 2.390
0.500 2.840
0.563 3.190
0.625 3.660
0.688 4.080
0.750 4.570
0.813 5.010
0.875 5.420
0.938 5.910
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1.000 6.420
1.063 6.920
1.125 7.430
1.188 7.940
1.250 8.440
1.313 8.970
1.375 9.390
1.438 9.900
1.500 10.380
1.563 10.870
1.625 11.390
1.688 11.860
1.750 12.360
1.813 12.800
Table 9: Data from system I.D. test T=7lbs
(Accuracy of results +/- 0.0003 Hz. | +/-0.0005 deg.)
Frequency(Hz) Magnitude (dB) Phase (deg.)
5.0000 -21.9485 88.8276
5.0224 -22.0065 88.8556
5.0450 -22.0645 88.8836
5.0676 -22.1225 88.9116
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5.0904 -22.1806 88.9396
5.1132 -22.2405 88.9340
5.1362 -22.3005 88.9284
5.1593 -22.3604 88.9227
5.1824 -22.4204 88.9171
5.2057 -22.4832 88.9011
5.2291 -22.5461 88.8850
5.2525 -22.6089 88.8690
5.2761 -22.6718 88.8529
5.2998 -22.7335 88.7909
5.3236 -22.7953 88.7289
5.3475 -22.8570 88.6668
5.3715 -22.9188 88.6048
5.3956 -22.9692 88.6133
5.4198 -23.0196 88.6219
5.4442 -23.0700 88.6304
5.4686 -23.1204 88.6390
5.4932 -23.1795 88.6047
5.5178 -23.2386 88.5703
5.5426 -23.2978 88.5360
5.5675 -23.3569 88.5017
5.5925 -23.3982 88.4726
5.6176 -23.4396 88.4434
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5.6428 -23.4809 88.4143
5.6681 -23.5223 88.3851
5.6936 -23.5741 88.4201
5.7191 -23.6259 88.4551
5.7448 -23.6777 88.4901
5.7706 -23.7295 88.5251
5.7965 -23.7961 88.3580
5.8225 -23.8627 88.1909
5.8487 -23.9293 88.0238
5.8749 -23.9959 87.8567
5.9013 -24.0585 87.9568
5.9278 -24.1210 88.0568
5.9544 -24.1835 88.1569
5.9812 -24.2461 88.2570
6.0080 -24.3113 88.1556
6.0350 -24.3766 88.0543
6.0621 -24.4418 87.9529
6.0893 -24.5071 87.8515
6.1166 -24.5712 87.7736
6.1441 -24.6353 87.6958
6.1717 -24.6994 87.6179
6.1994 -24.7635 87.5400
6.2272 -24.8361 87.5114
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6.2552 -24.9088 87.4828
6.2832 -24.9814 87.4542
6.3115 -25.0540 87.4256
6.3398 -25.1289 87.2079
6.3683 -25.2037 86.9902
6.3968 -25.2786 86.7724
6.4256 -25.3535 86.5547
6.4544 -25.4298 86.6436
6.4834 -25.5060 86.7326
6.5125 -25.5823 86.8215
6.5417 -25.6586 86.9104
6.5711 -25.7190 87.0711
6.6006 -25.7794 87.2318
6.6302 -25.8398 87.3925
6.6600 -25.9002 87.5532
6.6899 -25.9772 87.3722
6.7199 -26.0542 87.1913
6.7501 -26.1311 87.0104
6.7804 -26.2081 86.8295
6.8108 -26.2830 86.7205
6.8414 -26.3578 86.6114
6.8721 -26.4326 86.5024
6.9030 -26.5075 86.3934
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6.9340 -26.5870 86.4372
6.9651 -26.6666 86.4810
6.9964 -26.7462 86.5249
7.0278 -26.8258 86.5687
7.0593 -26.9153 86.6216
7.0910 -27.0049 86.6744
7.1229 -27.0944 86.7272
7.1548 -27.1840 86.7801
7.1870 -27.2794 86.6735
7.2192 -27.3749 86.5670
7.2516 -27.4704 86.4604
7.2842 -27.5659 86.3539
7.3169 -27.6709 86.1479
7.3497 -27.7758 85.9420
7.3827 -27.8808 85.7360
7.4159 -27.9858 85.5300
7.4492 -28.0631 85.6555
7.4826 -28.1404 85.7810
7.5162 -28.2176 85.9065
7.5500 -28.2949 86.0320
7.5839 -28.3878 86.0862
7.6179 -28.4807 86.1403
7.6521 -28.5736 86.1944
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7.6865 -28.6665 86.2486
7.7210 -28.7937 85.8063
7.7556 -28.9210 85.3640
7.7904 -29.0482 84.9217
7.8254 -29.1754 84.4794
7.8606 -29.2701 84.8503
7.8958 -29.3647 85.2211
7.9313 -29.4594 85.5920
7.9669 -29.5540 85.9629
8.0027 -29.7137 86.1089
8.0386 -29.8735 86.2549
8.0747 -30.0332 86.4009
8.1109 -30.1929 86.5469
8.1473 -30.3194 86.2944
8.1839 -30.4459 86.0418
8.2207 -30.5724 85.7893
8.2576 -30.6989 85.5367
8.2946 -30.8393 85.8839
8.3319 -30.9797 86.2310
8.3693 -31.1200 86.5781
8.4069 -31.2604 86.9252
8.4446 -31.4236 86.8195
8.4825 -31.5868 86.7138
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8.5206 -31.7500 86.6082
8.5588 -31.9132 86.5025
8.5973 -32.0956 86.3631
8.6359 -32.2780 86.2237
8.6746 -32.4604 86.0844
8.7136 -32.6428 85.9450
8.7527 -32.7892 86.4544
8.7920 -32.9355 86.9639
8.8315 -33.0819 87.4733
8.8711 -33.2283 87.9828
8.9109 -33.4275 88.2471
8.9510 -33.6267 88.5114
8.9911 -33.8259 88.7758
9.0315 -34.0251 89.0401
9.0720 -34.2168 88.6444
9.1128 -34.4085 88.2487
9.1537 -34.6002 87.8530
9.1948 -34.7918 87.4573
9.2361 -35.0310 88.7097
9.2775 -35.2702 89.9621
9.3192 -35.5095 91.2146
9.3610 -35.7487 92.4670
9.4030 -35.9879 92.8421
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9.4453 -36.2272 93.2172
9.4877 -36.4665 93.5924
9.5303 -36.7058 93.9675
9.5730 -36.9104 95.3949
9.6160 -37.1149 96.8223
9.6592 -37.3195 98.2497
9.7026 -37.5241 99.6770
9.7461 -37.7585 102.8095
9.7899 -37.9929 105.9420
9.8338 -38.2274 109.0745
9.8780 -38.4618 112.2070
9.9223 -38.6070 114.3786
9.9669 -38.7522 116.5502
10.0116 -38.8974 118.7219
10.0565 -39.0426 120.8935
10.1017 -39.1626 122.7949
10.1470 -39.2825 124.6963
10.1926 -39.4025 126.5977
10.2384 -39.5225 128.4992
10.2843 -39.2826 133.0531
10.3305 -39.0428 137.6070
10.3769 -38.8029 142.1610
10.4235 -38.5631 146.7149
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10.4703 -38.2097 152.0574
10.5173 -37.8564 157.3998
10.5645 -37.5030 162.7423
10.6119 -37.1496 168.0848
10.6596 -36.7257 172.1057
10.7074 -36.3017 176.1266
10.7555 -35.8777 -179.8525
10.8038 -35.4538 -175.8316
10.8523 -34.9985 -173.8122
10.9010 -34.5432 -171.7929
10.9499 -34.0878 -169.7735
10.9991 -33.6325 -167.7541
11.0485 -33.2080 -165.4007
11.0981 -32.7834 -163.0473
11.1479 -32.3588 -160.6939
11.1979 -31.9342 -158.3405
11.2482 -31.4680 -156.3983
11.2987 -31.0018 -154.4561
11.3494 -30.5356 -152.5139
11.4004 -30.0693 -150.5717
11.4516 -29.6873 -149.7910
11.5030 -29.3053 -149.0104
11.5546 -28.9233 -148.2297
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11.6065 -28.5412 -147.4491
11.6586 -28.1485 -146.9612
11.7109 -27.7558 -146.4732
11.7635 -27.3631 -145.9853
11.8163 -26.9703 -145.4974
11.8694 -26.5156 -144.8438
11.9227 -26.0609 -144.1901
11.9762 -25.6062 -143.5364
12.0300 -25.1515 -142.8828
12.0840 -24.7299 -142.8511
12.1382 -24.3082 -142.8195
12.1927 -23.8866 -142.7878
12.2474 -23.4650 -142.7562
12.3024 -22.8158 -143.4385
12.3577 -22.1667 -144.1208
12.4131 -21.5175 -144.8031
12.4689 -20.8684 -145.4854
12.5248 -18.8549 -155.7063
12.5811 -16.8414 -165.9272
12.6376 -14.8279 -176.1481
12.6943 -12.8144 173.6310
12.7513 -12.7023 168.7622
12.8085 -12.5903 163.8935
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12.8660 -12.4783 159.0247
12.9238 -12.3663 154.1559
12.9818 -12.5670 152.1747
13.0401 -12.7678 150.1934
13.0986 -12.9686 148.2121
13.1574 -13.1694 146.2308
13.2165 -13.2426 144.6818
13.2759 -13.3159 143.1329
13.3355 -13.3891 141.5839
13.3953 -13.4624 140.0349
13.4555 -13.7024 141.0392
13.5159 -13.9425 142.0434
13.5765 -14.1825 143.0477
13.6375 -14.4225 144.0520
13.6987 -14.0370 142.9950
13.7602 -13.6516 141.9381
13.8220 -13.2661 140.8812
13.8841 -12.8806 139.8243
13.9464 -12.8865 139.1375
14.0090 -12.8924 138.4507
14.0719 -12.8983 137.7639
14.1351 -12.9043 137.0771
14.1985 -13.0026 135.1665
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14.2623 -13.1010 133.2560
14.3263 -13.1994 131.3455
14.3906 -13.2978 129.4349
14.4552 -13.4323 127.6195
14.5201 -13.5668 125.8041
14.5853 -13.7013 123.9886
14.6508 -13.8358 122.1732
14.7166 -13.9927 120.6407
14.7826 -14.1495 119.1081
14.8490 -14.3064 117.5756
14.9157 -14.4632 116.0430
14.9826 -14.6358 114.7203
15.0499 -14.8083 113.3975
15.1174 -14.9809 112.0747
15.1853 -15.1534 110.7519
15.2535 -15.3088 109.7455
15.3220 -15.4642 108.7391
15.3908 -15.6196 107.7326
15.4599 -15.7750 106.7262
15.5293 -15.9509 105.6295
15.5990 -16.1268 104.5329
15.6690 -16.3027 103.4362
15.7394 -16.4786 102.3395
     136
15.8100 -16.6679 101.2880
15.8810 -16.8571 100.2365
15.9523 -17.0464 99.1850
16.0239 -17.2356 98.1335
16.0958 -17.4136 97.4607
16.1681 -17.5916 96.7880
16.2407 -17.7696 96.1152
16.3136 -17.9476 95.4425
16.3868 -18.1140 94.9408
16.4604 -18.2803 94.4392
16.5343 -18.4467 93.9375
16.6085 -18.6131 93.4359
16.6831 -18.7833 92.7612
16.7580 -18.9534 92.0865
16.8332 -19.1236 91.4119
16.9088 -19.2938 90.7372
16.9847 -19.4501 90.1426
17.0610 -19.6064 89.5479
17.1376 -19.7627 88.9533
17.2145 -19.9190 88.3587
17.2918 -20.0586 88.0385
17.3694 -20.1981 87.7183
17.4474 -20.3377 87.3981
     137
17.5257 -20.4773 87.0779
17.6044 -20.6058 86.6201
17.6834 -20.7343 86.1622
17.7628 -20.8629 85.7044
17.8426 -20.9914 85.2465
17.9227 -21.1166 84.8073
18.0031 -21.2418 84.3680
18.0840 -21.3670 83.9288
18.1651 -21.4922 83.4896
18.2467 -21.6020 83.0421
18.3286 -21.7118 82.5945
18.4109 -21.8217 82.1470
18.4936 -21.9315 81.6995
18.5766 -22.0572 81.3740
18.6600 -22.1830 81.0485
18.7438 -22.3087 80.7230
18.8279 -22.4345 80.3975
18.9124 -22.5502 79.8540
18.9973 -22.6658 79.3105
19.0826 -22.7815 78.7669
19.1683 -22.8971 78.2234
19.2543 -22.9796 78.1653
19.3408 -23.0622 78.1073
     138
19.4276 -23.1447 78.0492
19.5148 -23.2272 77.9911
19.6024 -23.3187 77.6200
19.6905 -23.4102 77.2489
19.7789 -23.5018 76.8779
19.8676 -23.5933 76.5068
19.9568 -23.6727 76.5480
20.0464 -23.7522 76.5892
20.1364 -23.8316 76.6305
20.2268 -23.9111 76.6717
20.3176 -23.9987 76.4068
20.4089 -24.0864 76.1420
20.5005 -24.1740 75.8771
20.5925 -24.2616 75.6123
20.6850 -24.3794 74.7700
20.7778 -24.4972 73.9278
20.8711 -24.6150 73.0856
20.9648 -24.7328 72.2434
21.0589 -24.7910 72.2618
21.1535 -24.8492 72.2801
21.2484 -24.9074 72.2985
21.3438 -24.9656 72.3168
21.4397 -25.0489 72.2310
     139
21.5359 -25.1322 72.1452
21.6326 -25.2155 72.0594
21.7297 -25.2988 71.9736
21.8273 -25.3644 71.6676
21.9253 -25.4300 71.3616
22.0237 -25.4957 71.0557
22.1226 -25.5613 70.7497
22.2219 -25.6392 70.0352
22.3217 -25.7171 69.3206
22.4219 -25.7950 68.6061
22.5225 -25.8729 67.8916
22.6236 -25.9790 67.4343
22.7252 -26.0852 66.9771
22.8272 -26.1914 66.5199
22.9297 -26.2975 66.0627
23.0327 -26.3142 66.6794
23.1361 -26.3310 67.2962
23.2399 -26.3477 67.9130
23.3443 -26.3644 68.5298
23.4491 -26.4126 68.1785
23.5543 -26.4608 67.8271
23.6601 -26.5090 67.4758
23.7663 -26.5573 67.1244
     140
23.8730 -26.6455 66.8744
23.9802 -26.7337 66.6244
24.0878 -26.8219 66.3744
24.1960 -26.9101 66.1244
24.3046 -26.9566 65.6940
24.4137 -27.0032 65.2637
24.5233 -27.0498 64.8333
24.6334 -27.0964 64.4029
24.7440 -27.1776 63.6812
24.8551 -27.2589 62.9594
24.9667 -27.3401 62.2376
25.0788 -27.4214 61.5159
25.1914 -27.4723 61.1862
25.3044 -27.5233 60.8566
25.4181 -27.5743 60.5270
25.5322 -27.6253 60.1974
25.6468 -27.6604 60.9829
25.7619 -27.6955 61.7685
25.8776 -27.7307 62.5540
25.9938 -27.7658 63.3396
26.1105 -27.8104 62.5124
26.2277 -27.8550 61.6852
26.3454 -27.8996 60.8580
     141
26.4637 -27.9442 60.0308
26.5825 -28.0622 58.9269
26.7019 -28.1802 57.8229
26.8217 -28.2983 56.7190
26.9421 -28.4163 55.6151
27.0631 -28.4557 55.6816
27.1846 -28.4951 55.7482
27.3066 -28.5345 55.8147
27.4292 -28.5739 55.8813
27.5524 -28.5915 55.9910
27.6761 -28.6091 56.1007
27.8003 -28.6267 56.2104
27.9251 -28.6442 56.3202
28.0505 -28.7944 55.9997
28.1764 -28.9445 55.6793
28.3029 -29.0947 55.3589
28.4300 -29.2448 55.0385
28.5576 -29.1672 55.9675
28.6858 -29.0895 56.8965
28.8146 -29.0118 57.8255
28.9440 -28.9342 58.7545
29.0739 -29.0781 56.4454
29.2044 -29.2220 54.1362
     142
29.3356 -29.3659 51.8270
29.4673 -29.5099 49.5178
29.5996 -29.5439 49.9641
29.7324 -29.5779 50.4104
29.8659 -29.6120 50.8566
30.0000 -29.6460 51.3029
Table 10: Data from system I.D. test T=12lbs
(Accuracy of results +/- 0.0003 Hz. | +/-0.0005 deg.)
Frequency(Hz) Magnitude (dB) Phase (deg.)
5.0000 -21.9689 89.8664
5.0224 -22.0296 89.8786
5.0450 -22.0904 89.8909
5.0676 -22.1512 89.9031
5.0904 -22.2120 89.9153
5.1132 -22.2670 89.8604
5.1362 -22.3220 89.8055
5.1593 -22.3769 89.7506
5.1824 -22.4319 89.6957
5.2057 -22.4969 89.6768
5.2291 -22.5618 89.6579
     143
5.2525 -22.6268 89.6390
5.2761 -22.6917 89.6201
5.2998 -22.7522 89.6412
5.3236 -22.8126 89.6623
5.3475 -22.8730 89.6833
5.3715 -22.9334 89.7044
5.3956 -22.9948 89.6196
5.4198 -23.0562 89.5349
5.4442 -23.1176 89.4501
5.4686 -23.1790 89.3653
5.4932 -23.2319 89.3163
5.5178 -23.2847 89.2673
5.5426 -23.3376 89.2183
5.5675 -23.3904 89.1693
5.5925 -23.4547 89.0802
5.6176 -23.5189 88.9912
5.6428 -23.5832 88.9022
5.6681 -23.6474 88.8132
5.6936 -23.7047 88.9232
5.7191 -23.7620 89.0333
5.7448 -23.8193 89.1433
5.7706 -23.8766 89.2534
5.7965 -23.9173 89.1266
     144
5.8225 -23.9580 88.9998
5.8487 -23.9988 88.8730
5.8749 -24.0395 88.7463
5.9013 -24.0723 88.7893
5.9278 -24.1051 88.8323
5.9544 -24.1379 88.8753
5.9812 -24.1707 88.9184
6.0080 -24.2394 88.8633
6.0350 -24.3080 88.8083
6.0621 -24.3767 88.7533
6.0893 -24.4453 88.6983
6.1166 -24.5158 88.5683
6.1441 -24.5863 88.4383
6.1717 -24.6568 88.3083
6.1994 -24.7273 88.1783
6.2272 -24.7989 88.1799
6.2552 -24.8704 88.1816
6.2832 -24.9419 88.1832
6.3115 -25.0134 88.1849
6.3398 -25.0850 88.2398
6.3683 -25.1566 88.2948
6.3968 -25.2282 88.3498
6.4256 -25.2998 88.4048
     145
6.4544 -25.3791 88.3762
6.4834 -25.4585 88.3476
6.5125 -25.5378 88.3191
6.5417 -25.6172 88.2905
6.5711 -25.6875 88.4124
6.6006 -25.7579 88.5343
6.6302 -25.8282 88.6561
6.6600 -25.8985 88.7780
6.6899 -25.9871 88.4292
6.7199 -26.0758 88.0805
6.7501 -26.1644 87.7317
6.7804 -26.2531 87.3829
6.8108 -26.3369 87.4328
6.8414 -26.4208 87.4826
6.8721 -26.5047 87.5324
6.9030 -26.5886 87.5823
6.9340 -26.6838 87.5688
6.9651 -26.7790 87.5553
6.9964 -26.8743 87.5418
7.0278 -26.9695 87.5282
7.0593 -27.0593 87.5767
7.0910 -27.1490 87.6252
7.1229 -27.2387 87.6737
     146
7.1548 -27.3284 87.7222
7.1870 -27.4206 87.6668
7.2192 -27.5128 87.6114
7.2516 -27.6050 87.5561
7.2842 -27.6972 87.5007
7.3169 -27.8108 87.6353
7.3497 -27.9243 87.7698
7.3827 -28.0378 87.9044
7.4159 -28.1514 88.0389
7.4492 -28.2420 87.8716
7.4826 -28.3326 87.7042
7.5162 -28.4232 87.5368
7.5500 -28.5138 87.3695
7.5839 -28.6404 87.3072
7.6179 -28.7670 87.2449
7.6521 -28.8936 87.1826
7.6865 -29.0202 87.1202
7.7210 -29.1325 87.3946
7.7556 -29.2448 87.6689
7.7904 -29.3571 87.9433
7.8254 -29.4694 88.2176
7.8606 -29.6132 87.6327
7.8958 -29.7570 87.0479
     147
7.9313 -29.9007 86.4630
7.9669 -30.0445 85.8782
8.0027 -30.1776 86.1484
8.0386 -30.3107 86.4186
8.0747 -30.4438 86.6887
8.1109 -30.5770 86.9589
8.1473 -30.7059 87.2407
8.1839 -30.8348 87.5226
8.2207 -30.9637 87.8044
8.2576 -31.0926 88.0862
8.2946 -31.2407 87.9232
8.3319 -31.3888 87.7601
8.3693 -31.5369 87.5970
8.4069 -31.6849 87.4339
8.4446 -31.8651 87.8707
8.4825 -32.0452 88.3074
8.5206 -32.2254 88.7442
8.5588 -32.4055 89.1809
8.5973 -32.5803 89.1575
8.6359 -32.7550 89.1341
8.6746 -32.9298 89.1106
8.7136 -33.1045 89.0872
8.7527 -33.3061 89.3021
     148
8.7920 -33.5077 89.5169
8.8315 -33.7092 89.7318
8.8711 -33.9108 89.9467
8.9109 -34.0982 90.3088
8.9510 -34.2856 90.6709
8.9911 -34.4730 91.0329
9.0315 -34.6604 91.3950
9.0720 -34.8989 91.7877
9.1128 -35.1374 92.1803
9.1537 -35.3759 92.5730
9.1948 -35.6144 92.9656
9.2361 -35.8082 94.1097
9.2775 -36.0020 95.2537
9.3192 -36.1958 96.3977
9.3610 -36.3895 97.5417
9.4030 -36.6737 99.3663
9.4453 -36.9579 101.1908
9.4877 -37.2420 103.0153
9.5303 -37.5262 104.8399
9.5730 -37.7585 107.1976
9.6160 -37.9909 109.5554
9.6592 -38.2232 111.9132
9.7026 -38.4555 114.2710
     149
9.7461 -38.6184 115.4862
9.7899 -38.7812 116.7014
9.8338 -38.9441 117.9166
9.8780 -39.1069 119.1318
9.9223 -38.9884 124.3765
9.9669 -38.8699 129.6212
10.0116 -38.7514 134.8659
10.0565 -38.6329 140.1106
10.1017 -38.4106 144.4604
10.1470 -38.1883 148.8102
10.1926 -37.9661 153.1600
10.2384 -37.7438 157.5098
10.2843 -37.4198 161.0821
10.3305 -37.0959 164.6543
10.3769 -36.7720 168.2266
10.4235 -36.4480 171.7989
10.4703 -35.9959 175.5607
10.5173 -35.5437 179.3225
10.5645 -35.0915 -176.9157
10.6119 -34.6394 -173.1539
10.6596 -34.2156 -170.8947
10.7074 -33.7919 -168.6356
10.7555 -33.3682 -166.3764
     150
10.8038 -32.9445 -164.1173
10.8523 -32.5093 -162.0589
10.9010 -32.0742 -160.0005
10.9499 -31.6390 -157.9421
10.9991 -31.2039 -155.8837
11.0485 -30.7898 -154.5290
11.0981 -30.3757 -153.1742
11.1479 -29.9616 -151.8195
11.1979 -29.5475 -150.4648
11.2482 -29.1488 -149.7657
11.2987 -28.7502 -149.0665
11.3494 -28.3515 -148.3674
11.4004 -27.9529 -147.6682
11.4516 -27.5540 -146.7637
11.5030 -27.1552 -145.8592
11.5546 -26.7564 -144.9547
11.6065 -26.3576 -144.0501
11.6586 -25.9591 -143.6472
11.7109 -25.5606 -143.2442
11.7635 -25.1621 -142.8412
11.8163 -24.7636 -142.4383
11.8694 -24.3206 -142.2837
11.9227 -23.8776 -142.1292
     151
11.9762 -23.4345 -141.9746
12.0300 -22.9915 -141.8201
12.0840 -22.5395 -142.1034
12.1382 -22.0876 -142.3867
12.1927 -21.6356 -142.6700
12.2474 -21.1836 -142.9533
12.3024 -20.6836 -143.8267
12.3577 -20.1836 -144.7001
12.4131 -19.6836 -145.5735
12.4689 -19.1837 -146.4470
12.5248 -18.6283 -147.8399
12.5811 -18.0730 -149.2328
12.6376 -17.5176 -150.6258
12.6943 -16.9623 -152.0187
12.7513 -16.3902 -154.8050
12.8085 -15.8182 -157.5913
12.8660 -15.2461 -160.3776
12.9238 -14.6741 -163.1639
12.9818 -14.2111 -167.1756
13.0401 -13.7481 -171.1874
13.0986 -13.2851 -175.1991
13.1574 -12.8221 -179.2109
13.2165 -12.6066 176.8136
     152
13.2759 -12.3911 172.8380
13.3355 -12.1756 168.8624
13.3953 -11.9601 164.8868
13.4555 -11.9213 160.9288
13.5159 -11.8825 156.9708
13.5765 -11.8436 153.0128
13.6375 -11.8048 149.0548
13.6987 -11.9130 145.9435
13.7602 -12.0212 142.8322
13.8220 -12.1294 139.7209
13.8841 -12.2376 136.6096
13.9464 -12.4020 134.2837
14.0090 -12.5663 131.9578
14.0719 -12.7307 129.6319
14.1351 -12.8950 127.3061
14.1985 -13.0892 125.5001
14.2623 -13.2835 123.6940
14.3263 -13.4777 121.8880
14.3906 -13.6719 120.0820
14.4552 -13.8853 118.3796
14.5201 -14.0986 116.6772
14.5853 -14.3119 114.9748
14.6508 -14.5252 113.2724
     153
14.7166 -14.7418 112.0934
14.7826 -14.9584 110.9143
14.8490 -15.1749 109.7353
14.9157 -15.3915 108.5563
14.9826 -15.5176 107.5550
15.0499 -15.6437 106.5536
15.1174 -15.7699 105.5523
15.1853 -15.8960 104.5509
15.2535 -16.0783 103.5865
15.3220 -16.2606 102.6220
15.3908 -16.4430 101.6575
15.4599 -16.6253 100.6931
15.5293 -16.8024 99.8800
15.5990 -16.9795 99.0670
15.6690 -17.1566 98.2539
15.7394 -17.3337 97.4408
15.8100 -17.5243 96.6708
15.8810 -17.7150 95.9007
15.9523 -17.9057 95.1306
16.0239 -18.0963 94.3606
16.0958 -18.2564 93.9505
16.1681 -18.4164 93.5405
16.2407 -18.5764 93.1304
     154
16.3136 -18.7365 92.7203
16.3868 -18.8911 92.1157
16.4604 -19.0458 91.5110
16.5343 -19.2005 90.9063
16.6085 -19.3552 90.3016
16.6831 -19.5052 89.8207
16.7580 -19.6553 89.3398
16.8332 -19.8053 88.8589
16.9088 -19.9554 88.3780
16.9847 -20.0813 87.9292
17.0610 -20.2072 87.4804
17.1376 -20.3331 87.0316
17.2145 -20.4591 86.5828
17.2918 -20.6033 86.2201
17.3694 -20.7475 85.8574
17.4474 -20.8918 85.4946
17.5257 -21.0360 85.1319
17.6044 -21.1470 84.7863
17.6834 -21.2580 84.4407
17.7628 -21.3690 84.0952
17.8426 -21.4800 83.7496
17.9227 -21.5910 83.5359
18.0031 -21.7020 83.3222
     155
18.0840 -21.8131 83.1085
18.1651 -21.9241 82.8948
18.2467 -22.0335 82.6530
18.3286 -22.1430 82.4112
18.4109 -22.2524 82.1694
18.4936 -22.3618 81.9276
18.5766 -22.4725 81.3340
18.6600 -22.5832 80.7403
18.7438 -22.6940 80.1467
18.8279 -22.8047 79.5530
18.9124 -22.9010 79.3455
18.9973 -22.9973 79.1379
19.0826 -23.0936 78.9304
19.1683 -23.1899 78.7228
19.2543 -23.2674 78.3258
19.3408 -23.3449 77.9289
19.4276 -23.4224 77.5319
19.5148 -23.4998 77.1350
19.6024 -23.5893 77.0532
19.6905 -23.6788 76.9715
19.7789 -23.7683 76.8898
19.8676 -23.8578 76.8081
19.9568 -23.9595 76.0855
     156
20.0464 -24.0612 75.3630
20.1364 -24.1630 74.6404
20.2268 -24.2647 73.9179
20.3176 -24.3398 73.9139
20.4089 -24.4150 73.9100
20.5005 -24.4902 73.9061
20.5925 -24.5653 73.9021
20.6850 -24.6436 73.5979
20.7778 -24.7218 73.2937
20.8711 -24.8001 72.9895
20.9648 -24.8783 72.6852
21.0589 -24.9364 72.8909
21.1535 -24.9945 73.0966
21.2484 -25.0526 73.3023
21.3438 -25.1106 73.5079
21.4397 -25.1763 73.1560
21.5359 -25.2421 72.8041
21.6326 -25.3078 72.4522
21.7297 -25.3735 72.1003
21.8273 -25.4811 70.9382
21.9253 -25.5888 69.7762
22.0237 -25.6964 68.6142
22.1226 -25.8041 67.4522
     157
22.2219 -25.8229 68.3064
22.3217 -25.8417 69.1605
22.4219 -25.8605 70.0147
22.5225 -25.8793 70.8688
22.6236 -25.9955 69.0578
22.7252 -26.1116 67.2469
22.8272 -26.2278 65.4359
22.9297 -26.3439 63.6249
23.0327 -26.3615 64.8969
23.1361 -26.3791 66.1689
23.2399 -26.3968 67.4408
23.3443 -26.4144 68.7128
23.4491 -26.4900 68.4233
23.5543 -26.5657 68.1339
23.6601 -26.6414 67.8444
23.7663 -26.7171 67.5549
23.8730 -26.8175 65.9043
23.9802 -26.9178 64.2538
24.0878 -27.0182 62.6032
24.1960 -27.1186 60.9527
24.3046 -27.1251 61.7217
24.4137 -27.1316 62.4906
24.5233 -27.1381 63.2596
     158
24.6334 -27.1446 64.0285
24.7440 -27.2156 63.8049
24.8551 -27.2867 63.5813
24.9667 -27.3577 63.3578
25.0788 -27.4288 63.1342
25.1914 -27.4414 63.4421
25.3044 -27.4541 63.7501
25.4181 -27.4667 64.0581
25.5322 -27.4794 64.3661
25.6468 -27.6258 63.2070
25.7619 -27.7722 62.0478
25.8776 -27.9186 60.8887
25.9938 -28.0650 59.7295
26.1105 -28.0886 59.0970
26.2277 -28.1122 58.4644
26.3454 -28.1358 57.8318
26.4637 -28.1594 57.1992
26.5825 -28.1908 57.7569
26.7019 -28.2222 58.3147
26.8217 -28.2536 58.8724
26.9421 -28.2850 59.4301
27.0631 -28.3129 59.3458
27.1846 -28.3407 59.2615
     159
27.3066 -28.3686 59.1771
27.4292 -28.3965 59.0928
27.5524 -28.4856 59.2090
27.6761 -28.5747 59.3253
27.8003 -28.6638 59.4415
27.9251 -28.7529 59.5577
28.0505 -28.8146 56.8720
28.1764 -28.8762 54.1863
28.3029 -28.9379 51.5006
28.4300 -28.9996 48.8150
28.5576 -29.0596 49.8666
28.6858 -29.1196 50.9182
28.8146 -29.1796 51.9698
28.9440 -29.2396 53.0214
29.0739 -29.2669 52.7178
29.2044 -29.2942 52.4142
29.3356 -29.3216 52.1107
29.4673 -29.3489 51.8071
29.5996 -29.4086 52.4128
29.7324 -29.4683 53.0186
29.8659 -29.5280 53.6244
30.0000 -29.5876 54.2301
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Appendix C: Design Information
Table 11: Drawing #100001_Base
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Table 12: Drawing #100002_MNT
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Table 13: Drawing #100003_BRACK
     163
Table 14: Drawing #100004_PCKT
     164
Table 15: Drawing #100005_ENCOD
     165
Table 16: Drawing #100006_MNT
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Table 17: Drawing #100007_BLK
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Table 18: Drawing #100008_BRKT
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Table 19: Drawing #100009_BLK
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Table 20: Drawing #100010_ROD
     170
Table 21: Drawing #100011_ROD
     171
Table 22: Drawing #100011_SHAFT
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Table 23: Data sheet motor ID33001
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Table 24: Data sheet magnetic particle brake B60
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Table 25: Data sheet magnetic particle brake B60
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Table 26: Data sheet encoder 
